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This study seeks to fomiiilate a recommendation for the improvement of the
Royal Thai Navy Officer Performance Evaluation System. The research methodology
includes the following three comp)onents: (1) a study of pertinent performance
evaluation literature, (2) a study of U. S. military evaluation systems, and (3) an
analysis of the questionnaire survey regarding the present Royal Thai Navy Officer
Performance Evaluation System.
After assimilating and categorizing relevant information, it is concluded that the
Royal Thai Navy Officer Performance Evaluation System must be modified to more
accurately and effectively document officer performance.
Specific recommendations are offered to bring about the necessary changes.
These include a proposed RTN Officer Performance Evaluation form and a feedback
to the evaluated officer. Finally, based on the research results, an alternative for
modifying the evaluation format is suggested to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the current system. It is hoped that this study will set forth ideas to
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A military force is only as good as its people. A force with dedicated, competent
members has the potential for success in combat. A force whose members lack
dedication and competence is unlikely to succeed under the strains of war. The central
concern is that presentiy there is no system in place to determine what is good so that
it can be nurtured and built upon, and to determine what is unsatisfactory so that it can
be corrected.
The Royal Thai Navy (RTN), as an integral part of the Royal Thai Armed
Forces, has a multifaced mission to accomplish. The Royal Act of the Ministry of
Defense Organization of 1960 broadly defines the function of the RTN as follows:
"The Navy is responsible for the preparation of naval forces and the defense of the
kingdom" [Ref. l:p. 1]. According to this function and military policies of higher
commands, the RTN specifies its major missions as follows:
1. To organize, train, and equip naval forces (also including naval
air wing and marine forces) in order to be ready for naval, land,
and air operations during emergency and wartime periods.
2. To control the sea at a particular area of operations and on
specific time whenever the need arises.
3. To secure the sea lines of communications in the Gulf of
Thailand.
4. To protect the coastal waters of Thailand and maintain the
kingdom's sovereignty within its territorial waters.
5. To guard national interests on the continental shelves and high
seas in accordance with international laws, treaties, and agreement.
6. To enforce laws at sea.
7. To keep participate in defensive and counter offensive operations
with allied forces in order to defeat the enemy aggression.
8. To keep the naval power in balance with Southeast Asian
countries.
An intrinsic part of assuring that capable men are fulfilling these missions is the
RTN Officer Performance Evaluation System. The heart of this system is Navy Form
2-85, "RTN Officer Performance Evaluation Report, (RTNOPER)." The Navy
implements the policy of the Supreme Command by managing the naval forces in the
defense and security of Thailand from potential threats. The Navy should also be able
to take an active role in successful national development.
Thailand is a developing country which needs an effective utilization of
technologies to manage its existing resources and to develop its own organization. A
new management orientation of naval officers in every job level is necessary if the
Navy is to allocate its limited resources efficiently and effectively. Even in the era of
modem and complicated weapon systems, attention to the technical side of the job is
not enough. The human element remains vitally important, since the ultimate success
in military actions lies with people. The most sophisticated weapon systems cannot
operate without human intervention.
Although Thailand has had relatively small naval components throughout much
of its long history, the development of a modem navy capable of carrying out combat
missions dates from the period after World War U. Since then, the size and efficiency
of the RTN have increased steadily.
Today, the RTN plans to modernize its naval forces. Many new ships equipped
with modem equipment and weapon systems will replace obsolete ships. The
increasing technical nature of the Navy requires greater need for technically skilled
personnel. The Navy must provide sufficient qualified personnel to man highly
technical equipment and weapon systems.
The researcher has worked in various positions aboard RTN ships and has been
actively involved in using the current performance evaluation system for subordinates.
In general, each commanding officer judges each individual on recorded information,
demonstrated performance, and behavior. Taking all aspects of performance into
account, the commanding officer uses his opinion to decide who is "the best." There
are no standard guidelines for evaluating subordinates. Consequently, documented
performance comparisons may be inequitable and in the end unfair. This study
examines the current evaluation procedure and suggests ways to improve the evaluation
of Royal Thai naval officers.
B. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this thesis are: (1) to review the development of the
performance evaluation in the RTN and in the U. S. military services, (2) to examine
the present method of evaluation in the RTN, (3) to identify, through an empirical
study, primary criteria by which naval officers are evaluated, and analyze the system
by determining whether or not the naval officer evaluation form provides the necessary
information required to support the promotion and selection process in the RTN.
C. SCOPE
To accomplish the objectives, research has been directed into the following areas:
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.
A study of pertinent performance evaluation literature.
2. A review of the RTN evaluation system and that of the U. S. military
(including the Navy, Marine Corps, Army, Air Force and Coast Guard).
3. An analysis of the questionnaire concerning the current RTN officer
performance evaluation system.
4. A study of deficiencies of the current system based upon a literature review
and analysis.
5. Recommendations and/or implications based upon the foregoing study.
In particular, the study highlights whether the evaluation system best serves the
needs and future leadership requirements of the Navy. By using the strengths and
weaknesses of the U. S. military evaluation system as a model, this research
investigates the need to further develop or modify the RTN evaluation system to better
serve the needs of the military member and the system as a whole.
In conclusion, this thesis makes specific recommendations concerning the RTN
officer performance evaluation system. These recommendations are based on the
results of the above studies and questionnaire results.
D. METHODOLOGY
The present format of the officer evaluation system of the U. S. military wiU be
examined and compared with the RTN system. The researcher has drawn upon
management theories studied at the Naval Postgraduate School and practical theories
relating to p>ersonnel management and performance evaluation.
The research method includes a description and analysis of information from
textbooks, joumals, related papers, and questionnaires.
For questionnaires, 325 officers above the rank of lieutenant junior grade were
randomly selected from numerous officer schools in the RTN Advanced Education
Institute.
E. ORGANIZATION
Chapter n is designed to give the reader an overall picture of a performance
evaluation—specifically, the methods, criterion, process, methods, executive qualities and
uniqueness of military evaluation. In Chapter in, the current RTN and U. S. military
officer evaluation systems are outlined and discussed to identify the significant
characteristics of each. Chapter FV analyzes the questionnaire survey of the RTN
Officer Evaluation System performed by the Naval Command College. Chapter V
discusses the deficiencies of the current RTN system. Recommendations to improve
the current system and final conclusions are presented in Chapter VI.
F. BENEFITS OF STUDY
Although the evaluation form has changed many times since 1947, few changes,
if any, have been made which would relate items to the evaluation of specific tasks an
individual is required to perform.
Since the Navy Form 2-85 is the sole evaluation instrument used for promotion
selection of those best qualified for positions of higher responsibility and leadership,
its value and credibility is critical. It is hoped that this study will set forth ideas to
improve the performance evaluation of the RTN officer, and produce a more reliable
method of measuring individual performance.
n. CONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. BACKGROUD OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance evaluation is frequently used in organizations as a basis for
administrative decisions such as employee promotion, transfer, and allocation of
financial reward; employee development, including identification of training needs and
performance feedback; and personnel research [Ref. 2:pp. 375-387]. A problem that
diminishes the utility of evaluation is the seemingly impossible task of obtaining
accurate evaluation of employee job behavior, a difficulty most often attributed to
faults in the rating format used, deficiencies in evaluation content, evaluator resistance
to judging others, and the implications of the specific purpose of evaluation for the
evaluator and the evaluatee [Ref. 3:pp. 251-263].
"The evaluation of individual performance is a fundamental act, the origin of
which is shrouded in the mists of antiquity." [Ref. 4:pp. 109-1 14] Since the beginning
of time men have been evaluating one another, and their evaluations have encompassed
many personal factors which have been used in a variety of different circumstances
with different purposes in mind [Ref. 5:pp. 512-514]. Evaluation is the measurement
by any of a variety of methods of what a man does. Long before the tremendously
large business enterprises of today were in existence, men watched other men and
evaluated their behavior against their own personal goals and standards [Ref. 4:p. 109].
It is only natural for people to evaluate each other daily and to measure the
performance of others and compare their performance against those they admire most.
Persons in daily contact with one another cannot help judging others and reacting to
their judgments. It is management's objective to make these evaluations fair,
systematic, and useful. Since this is so, managers should have a good understanding
of what evaluation is, how accurate it can be, and what they can realistically expect
from the evaluations they make [Ref. 6:p. 15].
Through the years some fomi of evaluation system has been used to evaluate the
abilities and the performance of officers in the Navy. This system was based upon
word-of-mouth reputations passed between commanding officers to our present well-
defined method of annual written performance documentations of all officers. A formal
system of evaluation appears to have begun in the Navy 1947.
There can be no doubt that in an organization such as the RTN, an evaluation
system of some kind is mandatory. The Navy is a continually changing organization;
personnel are on the move attending to schools, being promoted, being sent on special
assignments, and leaving the service due to separation or retirement for civilian life.
To select the best personnel for Navy life and for all of its many programs requires
a vast amount of effort. Without an evaluation system, the task would not be possible.
In general, purposes of the performance evaluation system are:
(a) To promote the most qualified officers to the highest levels of
responsibility.
(b) To permit the commanding officer to positively influence
advancement opportunities of outstanding individuals.
(c) To select personnel for advancement, awards for personal
excellence and conduct, assignment to special duties, and for
special training programs By various selection boards which
review officer records. [Ref. 7:p. lOJ
However, the evaluation system is used for many more purposes than those listed
above. Most notably, it is used to detemiine those who will be promoted in the Navy.
Evaluation is conducted for certain benefits in addition to the principal objective
of obtaining infomiation upon which to base promotions and assignments. It is a
method of training subordinates and instills a sense of responsibility in them. It
stimulates interest in management development by both the evaluator and the evaluatee.
The evaluator will find that it sharpens his control over his own activities. The system
clearly delineates responsibility for results. The evaluator gains perspective in sizing
up and comparing his subordinates and is given an opportunity to demonstrate, via the
review process, his own executive ability. It is a time-consuming but necessary and
worthwhile task. The organization as a whole benefits from the identification of the
best qualified leaders. The evaluatee and the evaluator benefit from the secondary
effects.
B. OBJECTIVE OF EVALUATION
The majority of performance evaluation systems in use today have stated or
implied objectives of justifying wage and salary actions, validating selection and
promotion procedures, setting goals, determining training needs, providing a historical
background to aid in the justification of personnel actions, and providing either positive
or negative feedback concerning performance.
According to Cummings and Schwab [Ref. 8:pp. 4-7], performance evaluation
is differentiated on the basis of whether the purpose of evaluation is to evaluate past
performance or to develop future performance. The evaluative or judgmental role of
performance evaluations focuses on past activities for the purpose of making
administrative decisions such as promotion, selection, placement, demotions, transfer,
and temiinations. On the other hand, developmental evaluation focuses oh improving
performance and the potential for performance by identifying areas for growth and
personal development. Figure 2.1 shows the major differences between the evaluation
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Figure 2.1 The Evaluation Role and Developmental Role.
Source: Comming and Schwabs, 1973.
Within the context of Figure 2.1, it is becoming increasingly apparent that,
depending upon the individual being rated, either the developmental or evaluative role
may be of greatest benefit to both the organization and the individual.
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Evaluation may vary from simple notes to a fomial program. Likewise, the
frequency of reporting may vary. But within a large organization it is generally
recognized that there should a periodic planned system of some kind for recording
performance results. [Ref. 9:p. 17]
In conclusion, because of multi-purpose performance evaluations in the military,
the function of a performance evaluation is to provide which focuses on the
improvement of evaluatees, with written evaluation and oral counseling, as the guide
for the individual's future goal setting.
C. CRITERIA OF AN EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM
Criteria are standards for measuring how much the evaluatee achieved given
objectives during the period of evaluation. This is very helpful in tenns of promotion,
selection, placement, and performance documentation. It is used to predict a
relationship between a test instmment such as performance evaluation forms and the
evaluatee 's actual work performance [Ref. 10:p. 102]. The work performance "score"
of the individual can be obtained by using a performance evaluation process. A
performance evaluation process includes various imperfections such as bias, an
incomplete evaluation system, and the misuse of the forms as they were designed or
intended. Therefore, a major goal of the performance evaluation is to reduce these
imperfections. The criteria are reliability, validity, and accuracy.
1. Common Rating Errors in Performance Evaluation
All systems have one or more common evaluation errors. Errors occur when
a person allows conscious or unconscious prejudice, emotion, or subjective opinion to
enter into the evaluation process. The evaluators may unknowingly commit errors in
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judgment. Even if the system is well designed, problems or errors can arise if the
evaluators (usually supervisors) are not cooperative and well trained. Evaluators may
not be comfortable with the process of evaluation, or what Douglas McGregor called
"playing God" [Ref. ll:pp. 89-94]. Often this is because they have not been
adequately trained or they have not participated in the design of the program. These
errors are generally due to evaluator bias and misperception; and they can be placed
in eight categories, as described below.
a. Central Tendency Errors
Central tendency is rating error in the form of distortion. The evaluator
fails to discriminate between superior and inferior employees. Central tendency error
refers to the rater's unwillingness to assign extremely high or extremely low ratings.
Central tendency works to provide a rating of averages around the midpoint for all
qualities. As Mcfarland point out "this usually occurs as a result of the evaluator's
lack of knowledge of the evaluatees he is rating, or from haste, indifference, or
carelessness" [Ref. 12:p. 329]. The rating results with central tendency are actually
worthless because the ratings fail to discriminate among the evaluatees. One way to
minimize this error is by clearly explaining the meaning of the various factors [Ref.
10:pp. 317-318].
b. Leniency and Severity Errors
Leniency and severity are other widespread rating errors. Leniency
occurs when the rater evaluates the evaluatee's performance higher than his actual
level of perfomiance; while severity occurs when the rater evaluates the evaluatee's
performance lower than his actual level of performance. Leniency errors occur for
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many reasons, including the desire to avoid antagonizing subordinates, the desire to
support wage increase requests, the desire to avoid reflection on themselves, or because
the employee is older, has long service or a superior wants to avoid unpleasant
feedback and the possible criticisms that may result from low evaluation [Ref. 13:p.
208]. The evaluator may think that he motivates his subordinates or earns their loyalty
by giving them high perfomiance marks. These errors usually occur because the
evaluator has applied personal standards derived from his or her own personality or
previous experience. [Ref. 12:p. 313]
c. Halo Errors
Halo errors are evaluations (good or bad) based on the evaluator 's
general feeling about an evaluatee. Thus, the evaluator generally has a favorable or
unfavorable attitude toward the evaluatee that permeates all evaluations of this person.
This occurs when one or two good or bad characteristics of the evaluatee influence on
the evaluator 's judgment of the overall performance. The error also occurs by the
group or team to which the evaluatee belongs. If the group or team, for example,
gives the evaluator a good impression, this may bias the evaluation of the team
members [Ref. 14:pp. 452-468]. In general, halo is considered to be the most serious
and pervasive of all rating errors [Ref. 15:pp. 218-244].
d. Spillover Effect
This effect occurs when past performance rating results influence current
ratings unfairly [Ref. 16:p. 13]. Past performance rating (good or bad) results in a
similar rating for the current period, although the demonstrated behavior does not
deserve the rating (good or bad).
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e. Recency Effect
The recency of good or bad pcrfomiance near the time of rating can
also influence the evaluator's judgments by cancelling out a previously established good
or bad history through the whole evaluation period [Ref. 12:p. 328].
/. Proximity Errors
Proximity error, also known as order-effect, is the effect of responses
to previous evaluation items on subsequent responses. The error is generally evidenced
by spuriously high correlations for items that are adjacent on a scale. For example,
if a officer received a favorable rating on one item of a summated scale, the
favorability "set" may carry over to the next item on the scale. Similarly, an
unfavorable "set" can be fostered as well. These results continue to occur even though
different rating procedures and different kinds of rating techniques are adopted.
Therefore, three ways to avoid these errors are (1) all evaluatees must be evaluated for
one evaluation item, (2) similar items must be separately placed far enough apart, and
(3) clear distinctions should be drawn among similar traits [Ref. 17:p. 177].
g. Logical Errors
These occur when evaluators conduct similar ratings on traits that
logically appear related. For example, if an evaluatee is quite diligent, his productivity
may also be highly rated because of his diligence. Therefore, "... halo results from
an apparent coherence of qualities in the same individual; logical errors result from an
apparent logical coherence of various traits, irrespective of individuals . . . ." [Ref.
10:p. 318]. To avoid this, the evaluator can evaluate all evaluatees for one item, and
then for the next item, and so on.
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h. Similarity and Contrast Errors
These occur when an evaluator evaluates his subordinates based upon
the evaluator himself. Therefore, "same as me" may cause giving the evaluatce a
rating higher than deserved (leniency) because the evaluatee has qualities similar to
those of the evaluator and "different from me" may cause giving the evaluatee a rating
lower than deserved (severity) because the evaluatee has qualities dissimilar to the
evaluator [Ref. 16:p. 13].
2. Reliability
Reliability refers to a consistency or stability measure. A measure should
yield the same estimate on repeated use. While that estimate can be inaccurate, a
reliable measure will always be consistent [Ref. 18:pp. 121-122]. Three major types
of reliability must be measured by (a) test-retest reliability, (b) equivalent-form
reliability, and (c) internal consistency reliability. Test-retest reliability is achieved
when the same test is taken by the same person through one form at two different
times. Equivalent-form reliability is measured by correlating two alternative forms of
the same test where the two forms are equivalent measures of the same concept.
Internal consistency reliability is a statistical test in which a population is split into two
equivalent parts and taken to the same person for scoring; then, the results are
correlated.
3. The Validity of Evaluation Information
Validity refers to accuracy and precision. Validity is the degree of accuracy
of an inference made about a direct relationship between a particular outcome of a
testing device and the demonstrated performance of the individual being tested [Ref.
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16:p. 347]. A reliable test (consistent) may not be valid, but a valid test is usually
reliable (consistent). For instance, an evaluator and a senior evaluator can make the
same decisions on a subordinate, but they may not all be correct. The validity of an
evaluation is generally discussed in terms of one or more of the following types: (a)
construct, (b) content, (c) criterion-related, (d) incremental, (e) convergent and
discriminant, and (f) synthetic.
Constmct validity is the most theoretical and complex. It deals with
measurement of abstract variables such as thought process intelligence, motivation and
anxiety [Ref. 18:pp. 126-127]. Content validity involves the degree to which a
predictor covers a representative sample of behavior being assessed. It provides a
measure of the relationship between evaluation items on a performance evaluation
form and the actual performance of the evaluatee. Face validity is a form of content
validity. It is the observed similarity between the content of the predictor of
performance and actual job content. If a test is content valid, it should appear to be
actually job related. However, content validity is sometimes not covered by
appearance. For example, when an evaluator evaluates a rated officer's patriotism in
the officer performance evaluation, each evaluation factor may not appear to have
precise validity. But if the evaluator chooses one among those factors, it may have
content validity. [Ref. 16:pp. 347-348]
There are two kinds of criteria-related validity: concurrent and predictive.
Concurrent validity is the relationship between different measures obtained at the same
time [Ref. 19:p. 17]. For example, suppose a test for a naval officer has been
developed, and the Navy wants to determine the validity of the test. In a concurrent
16
validation study, the test would be administered to a group of officers, and then soon
after, performance evaluation scores on this same group of officers would be obtained.
If those officers who received high test scores also received high performance
evaluation ratings and those who received low test scores likewise obtained low
performance evaluation ratings, the result would be a high positive correlation between
the two sets of scores. Tlie inference could therefore be made that the test appears to
predict the performance of officers fairly well; that is, it is valid. Predictive validity
is a "future status" statisticeil correlation between predictor factors and subsequent
criteria indicators of performance [Ref. 16:pp. 348-349]. Scores on the predictor are
obtained at one time, and at a later date, criterion measures are obtained. For exan^le,
an evaluator evaluates an officer as promotable; the officer receives a promotion and
does well on the job. This may be an indicator that the evaluation instmment has
predictive validity. In this case, performance evaluation has been used as a selection
device. In the example given earlier concerning the naval officer test, the study could
have involved predictive validity. In this case, the test would have been administered
to the officers at one time, and then at a later date, the performance evaluation ratings
would be obtained and the correlation between the two sets of scores determined. In
this example, past performance evaluation ratings also could have been used as
predictors of future success, and their validity would be determined by their correlation
with the future evaluation rating on the new officer's duty.
Incremental validity refers to the ability to measure somewhat better than
other tools already available. A new test or procedure would probably need
incremental validity before researchers would adopt it over some method already in use.
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As Landy and Fair writes "Convergent validity is shown when two or more
methodologically distinct measures of the same trait are significantly correlated with
each other." [Ref. 19:p. 21] Discriminant validity is defined as the degree to which
scores on one measure of a construct are not related to measures of other constructs
[Ref. 17:p. 162]. Synthetic validity is relevant when developing tests to measure job
skills.
4. Accuracy of Evaluation System
Accuracy is concerned not only with consistency of measurement (reliability)
and with the construct being measured (validity) but also with the absolute level of
performance [Ref. 19:p. 23]. Accuracy implies both reliability and validity, but the
reverse is not necessarily true. If the evaluation system accurately and precisely
measures the "tme" state of a given phenomenon, it would be the best altemative tool
in the performance evaluation. However, accuracy and preciseness in the performance
evaluation system concem the statistical characteristics of evaluation in the actual work
performance. [Ref. 20:p. 68]
In Figure 2.2 these evaluations are not accurate because, although the proper
order of the evaluatee's performance is correct (valid and reliable), rate A's evaluations
are too low and rate B's evaluations are too high in reference to the level of each
evaluatee's actual performance.
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(a) "True" Rick Kevin Jan Bob Ann
perforntance | III Ilevels ' ' '
SorkerS 1 I ] I I I ] I J
poor average excellent
(b) Rater A's Rick Kevin Jan Bob Anninaccurate | II I
ratings ' ' '
_________
severity 1 i i 4 i i 7 A i
poor average excellent
(c) Rater B's Rick Kevin Jan Bob Anninaccurate
| I I I I
ratings
leSieScy 1 I J I I I ] 1 I
poor average excellent
Figure 2.2 Valid But Inaccurate Performance Evaluation.
Source: Sink, D.S., 1985.
The reason why accuracy is quite important is that inaccuracy may seriously
aflfect the cutting score to be used in the purpose of performance evaluation such as
promotion, placement, and so on.
5. Feedback
One of the most frequently cited purposes of performance evaluation is to
foster improvement in performance through feedback. Numerous writers of
performance appraisals maintain that the use of more behaviorally specific formats will
result in better feedback and ultimately in better performance than will the use of other
rating formats. [Ref. 17:p. 197] Bemadin and Beatty believe improvement is best
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fostered by specific verbal feedback provided by a supervisor or other evaluator as
close in time to the exhibited behavior as possible, and followed by suggestions on
how future performance can be improved.
Experts agree that feedback is the single, most important means for changing
behavior. Typically, feedback lets a person know where he or she stands in relation
to some goal or standard, and is most effective when it is delivered openly and
honestly in a constructive attempt to improve performance. Feedback as a process can
range from immediate "pats on the back" for a job well done to a more formal and
planned session.
Feedback has two functions. It serves both as a source of infomiation and
motivation.
1. As a source of information. Feedback provides information about the
outcomes of behavior. Given a specific goal, or standard, a performer with feedback
has a direction for improvement. Without feedback, the performer has no way of
knowing if his or her performance is adequate or what has to be done to improve it.
2. As a source of motivation. Officers who know how they are doing try
harder and f)ersist longer at tasks than officers who do not. In contrast, officers who
receive little or no feedback lack of the information they need to evaluate their
performance.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show a sample of the performance feedback worksheet
which is currently in use in the U.S. Air Force.
Ugen, Fisher, and Taylor presented a model of the feedback process and
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Figure 2.3 Sample U.S. Air Force Performance Feedback Worksheet.
Source; U.S. AF PAMPHLET 36-6, 1 Augu.st 1988.
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Figure 2.3 Sample U.S. Air Force Performance Feedback Work.sheet (continued).
Source: U.S. AF PAMPHLET 36-6, 1 August 1988.
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of the source of the feedback, the characteristics of the object of the feedback, and
the feedback itself [Ref. 21:pp.349-371].
6. Acceptability
The success of any performance evaluation system depends as much on the
attitudes of those that participate in the system as on the technical soundness of the
system itself. User acceptance and joint collaboration in developing evaluation systems,
is vital. [Ref. 22:p. 406]
For an evaluation system to be effective, it must have the support of the
people who are judged by the system. Obviously, a performance evaluation system
must be acceptable to the evaluator, the evaluatee, the organization, and society in
general.
There are three factors which influence the evaluated person's acceptance of
the performance evaluation process. First, is validity. The evaluatee must perceive it
to be a valid measure of job performance. Second, is the evaluatee 's participation.
The more that they are allowed to give opinions during the evaluation, the higher
satisfied they wUl be with the system. [Ref. 23:pp. 544-549] Third, is feedback. The
degree of positive feedback that an evaluated person receives JBrom the evaluator during
the observation period has an influence on the evaluatee's acceptance of the evaluation
process and satisfaction with the evaluator. [Ref. 24:pp. 163-168]
For an evaluation system to be acceptable to everyone, it should include some
form of an appeal process that allows grievances to be fairly adjudicated. Since an
evaluation system serves a variety of purposes, the evaluatee sees due process as an
additional sign of fairness, which suppresses both conscious biases and careless
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reporting on the part of the evaluator. The knowledge that an evaluation is going to
be reviewed both from the organizational and the evaluatee's standpoint should increase
the perceived probability that an inaccurate report will be detected and corrected. [Ref.
25:pp. 425-477]
D. THE ACCURACY OF THE EVALUATING PROCESS
An individual's job or goal to be achieved is performed based upon his own
ability and motivation. Therefore, the accuracy of evaluation feedback in a
performance evaluation may affect the evaluatee's future motivation which, in tum,
affects his job performance. [Ref. 26: pp. 635-640]. Figure 2.4 shows a process of
the performance evaluation.
In Figure 2.4, determinants of evaluator motivation are perceived consequences
of appraisal, perceived adequacy of instrument used, purpose of appraisal, organizational
policies and procedure, appraisal format, and rating standards. Evaluator motivation is
possible when the evaluator is motivated to make accurate judgments about the






































Figure 2.4 Performance Evaluation Process
Source: DeCotiss, T.A., and Pettit, A., 1978.
Evaluator ability is a technique in which a evaluator judges an evaluatee.
Evaluator training, characteristics, opportunity to observe an evaluatee 's job behavior,
organizational policies, job characteristics, and the appropriate rating standards affect
the evaluator's ability to assign accurate evaluations. For instance, an evaluator who
takes greater care in observing an evaluatee and is well trained in performance
evaluations may be better equipped to assign accurate performance ratings.
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Rating standards are a function of organizational policies and procedures, rating
format, and the cvaluatee's personal and job characteristics. Rating format includes not
only instrumentation but rating content. Gender, race, personal background, and
education are personal characteristics. The more consistency between the evaluatee's
job context and rating standards, the higher the accuracy of the rating.
Rater training can reduce common psychometric errors such as halo effect and
leniency [Ref. 27:pp. 60-66]. Rater training is particularly effective when training is
extensive and allows for rater practice [Ref. 28:pp. 72-107]. The effect of rater training
on the accuracy or validity of performance evaluations has not received much research.
Available results are mixed. Borman [Ref. 29:pp. 410-421] found that rater training
produced no difference in the accuracy of the evaluation. Pulakos [Ref. 30:pp. 581-
588] found that by instmcting evaluators on the meaning of performance dimensions
and on the types of behaviors which are appropriate within performance dimensions,
evaluation accuracy can in fact be improved.
The accuracy of a performance evaluation is possible when the evaluation works
systematiceilly as an entire process. An evaluator affects the results critically because
he is an evaluator as weU as an evaluatee and has more impact through the
implementation of top management policies.
E. EVALUATION METHODS
1. Background
Early performance evaluation systems were designed mainly for
administrative purposes to help management decide who to promote, transfer, fire or
give a raise. During the 1920s and 1930s they tended to focus on the rating of
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subjective characteristics that were thought to be associated with successful
performance. The approach consisted of brief descriptions or word checklists from
which the evaluator selected adjectives that he thought were jqjpropriate to the
individual being rated.
This trait approach is now being replaced by a series of complex techniques
that have been designed to describe behavior and measure achievement within the
corporate setting.
2. Performance Evaluation Methods
Designing an evaluation system must include considering the evaluation
method for the purpose of the evaluation, ease of use, and validity of the system based
on traditional background. According to Milkovich and Boudreau, there are four
categories of performance evaluation:
(1) Rating, in which assessors evaluate employees on separate characteristics, (2)
Ranking, in which supervisors compare employees to each other, (3) Critical
Incidents, in which assessors log statements that describe a range of actual job
behaviors and evaluate whether they constitute effective or ineffective behavior,
and (4) Other methods in which the criteria for evaluation may vary, such as
management by objectives (MBO). pief. 13:p. 193]
The general characteristics of these methods are discussed below.
a. Ratings
(1) Graphic Rating Scale. This is the most widely used performance
evaluation method. Individuals are rated on a number of traits or factors. The
evaluator judges "how much" of each factor the individual has. Usually perfomiance
is judged on a 5-or-7-point scale, and the number of factors ranges between five and
twenty [Ref. 18:p. 31]. The more common dimensions rated are; quantity of work,
quality of work, practical judgement, job knowledge, cooperation, and motivation. The
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graphic scales are usually supplemented with a series of adjectives or short statements
describing the factor [Ref. 31:p. 18]. This method may not yield the depth of narrative
essays or critical incidents, but it (1) is less time consuming to develop and
administer, (2) permits quantitative results to be determined, (3) forces the evaluator
to consider several dimensions of performance, and (4) is standardized and , therefore,
comparable among individuals. On the other hand, a gr^hic rating scale gives
maximum control to the evaluator [Ref. 22:p. 418]. The disadvantages are difficulties
in constructing and choosing the rating items. Also, each rating item can be affected
by halo error, leniency, or central tendency. According to Oberg, for memy purposes
there is no need to use anything more complicated than a graphic scale supplemented
by a few essay questions. [Ref. 32:pp.61-67]
(2) Checklists. This is the simplest form of a set of adjectives or
descriptive statements. Evaluators evaluate the evaluatee's performance by checking
off observed behaviors, but if not observed, it is left blank. The values for all
behaviors checked off are added to yield rating scores [Ref. 33:pp. 306-307]. A rating
score is totally weighted and these weights are unknown to the evaluator. The method
gives information that can be used in counseling personnel on how to improve their
performance. The most difficult aspect of this method is arriving at a proper weighting
factor each item on the checklist.
(3) Forced Distribution. This is a most useful method when other
evaluatee comparison methods £ire limited (i.e., when the sample size is large). The
procedure is based upon a normal distribution and assumes that a subordinate's
f)erformance is normally distributed as well. The distribution is divided into five to
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seven categories: 10% outstanding, 15% excellent, 50% average, 20% poor, and 5%
very poor. The method "forces" the evaluator to distribute the subordinates in several
categories. It is thus impossible for all evaluatees to be rated excellent, poor, or
average. [Ref. 18:p. 315]
b. Rankings (Personnel-comparison Methods)
Individual ratings are sometimes less useful for comparative purposes
when it is necessary to compare employees who work for different supervisors. These
methods involve the question of whether variation represents true differences in
performance or creates a false impression of large differences when they are in fact
small. The two most effective methods are altemation and paired comparison ranking.
Altemation ranking begins by first selecting the best person and then the worst person.
Of those who remain to be rated, the second best person is then selected followed by
the second worst person. This procedure is completed when aU persons have been
ranked [Ref. 17:p. 111]. In a paired comparison, each person is compared to every
other person in the group being evaluated. The evaluator selects which of the two is
better on the dimension being rated. This method is typically used to evaluate persons
on a single dimension—overall ability to perform the job. The person marked most
frequently is placed on the top of the list and so on, until the person with the least
number of marks is on the bottom. A major limitation of this method is that the
number of comparisons made dramatically with large numbers of employees [Ref.
17:pp. 110-111]. The major problems are that it is almost completely subjective and
the fact that it is not relative. Therefore, this method is useful when combined witli
multiple ranking. [Ref. 32:p. 66]
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c. Critical Incidents
(1) Critical Incident Method. This method requires the supervisor to
keep a record of the subordinate's performance throughout a rating period. Both good
and bad performance is recorded and then related to the subordinate during an
evaluation interview [Ref. 34:pp. 327-358]. This method demands continuous and
relatively close observation. The primary advantage of this method is that an
evaluatee's performance as well as his personal behavior is evaluated. Problems with
this method are that it highlights extreme performance to the exclusion of day-to-day
performance, which usually is the real measure of a person's effectiveness [Ref. 31:p.
18]. Even though the rating is subjective, making a life of the critical incidents can
contribute to fairness of the evaluation because this is an official record.
(2) Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales. A Behaviorally Anchored
Rating Scale (BARS) was first developed in 1963 by Patricia Cain Smith and Lome
M. Kendall in an attempt to correct some of the differences in graphic rating scales.
TTiis method is a combination of behavioral incident and rating scale methods.
Performance is rated on a scale, but the scale points are anchored with behavioral
incidents. This method will be a breakthrough for more reliable, effective, and valid
performance appraisals. Because of the increased specificity of the rating scale, it is
possible that this method wUl function better than the graphic rating scale. But a
problem exists in identifying implicitly applicable behavioral statements in an
organization with several missions. [Ref. 35:pp. 66-73]
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d. Other Methods (Unspecified Criteria)
(1) Management-by-Objectives (MBO). MBO involves employees
helping to detemiine their own future performance goals and then being rated on how
well they attain these goals [Ref. 36:pp. 63-70]. This method can focus on the
performance of individuals in organizations. MBO is not a measure of employee
behavior; it is an attempt to measure employee effectiveness or contribution to
organizational success and goal attainment [Ref. 17:p. 116]. This method gives the
manager a great deal of flexibility in choosing priorities and setting standards, and
makes the rater evaluate the evaluatee's performance, not his personality. Another
advantage is that it gives the manager a chance to focus on the future rather than the
past. In addition, some practitioners claim that paperwork, excessive time to
implement, and an ability to compare one individual with another are major difficulties
of an MBO system P^ef 37:pp. 130-132].
(2) The Essay Method. This method requires the rater to write a
paragraph or more describing the evaluation's strengths, weaknesses, accomplishments,
estimated potential, and so on. Although this method may be used independently, it
is most frequently found in combination with others. The strength of the essay method
depends upon the writing skills and analytical ability of the rater. This method can
consume much time because the evaluator has to collect the information necessary to
develop the essay and then must write it. Moreover, since each essay contains
different aspects of the evaluatee's performance or personal qualities, this method is
quite difficult to combine or compare. [Ref. 16:p. 168]
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(3) The Field Review Method. In the Field Review Method, the
cvaluator, normally a staff member of the specific work unit interviews the employee's
immediate superior and others who have observed or have knowledge of the
employee's work. Then the raters evaluate the evaluatee. This is quite useful to
prevent various biases and errors, or when the rating results are required for
comparison among evaluatees for special purposes. This method affects the fairness
of the evaluation. [Ref. 16:p. 170]
As described above, each evaluation method has advantages and
disadvantages. Therefore, the majority of the appraisal form in use today incorporates
elements from two or more of the above evaluation methods, because two or more
evaluation methods adopted together can complement each other in advantages and
disadvantages and give a more complete view of the rated individual.
3. Evaluator and Evaluatee Relationships
Within the context of the above evaluation methods, the following evaluator
and evaluatee relationships can exist:
a. Immediate Supervisor Evaluate system
This is the classical evaluation system in which the superior passes
judgment on the past performance of a subordinate, this system is also amenable to a
group of superiors combining their views to pass judgment on a subordinate. This is
because he is probably most familiar with the individual's performance and has the
broadest opportunity to observe this performance in the light of the organization's
overall goals. There are problems such as unfamiliarity with the job requirements or
duty and physical distance from subordinates. [Ref 38:pp. 61-63]
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b. Peers and Co-Workers Rating System
A rating by those of equal rank or position in a hierarchical social
system is termed a peer rating. Because peers or co-workers are closest to the
evaluatee, they may understand the evaluatee's performance or personal traits well.
Peers and co-workers may also be valuable sources for identifying leadership skills and
future potential. A major problem in this system is that the criteria for evaluation may
be useful to the evaluator but not necessarily to the organization. They look at jobs
and employee outputs differently from the supervisors of these jobs. A common
problem is negative or positive friendship bias. [Ref. 16:pp. 33-37]
c. Self-Appraisal
Self-appraisal is a method whereby the subordinate rates himself and
then compares his results with his supervisor's rating of him [Ref. 39:pp. 364-367].
To reduce differences between the subordinate and the superior an interview is
required. By setting goals and then analyzing successes and failures gained in goal
achievement,participating employees are provided a valuable opportunity for self-
appraisal. This method enhances communication between superior and subordinate
during the appraisal interview. Additionally, this method is especially valuable for self-
development and identification of training and development needs. A major problem
related to self-appraisal is that the great majority of employees feel that they are
average or above average p>erformers. [Ref. 16:pp. 32-33]
d. Immediate Subordinates Evaluation System
This method requires the subordinate to rate a superior. This is most
effective when the superior is rated on such items as training subordinates, providing
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perfomiance feedback, and providing a supportive atmosphere for subordinates to
function within. However, the subordinates cannot see the "big picture" to evaluate a
superior on all facets of his performance. The rating results provide the subordinate's
feedback to the superior in order to improve the effectiveness of superior as a leader.
A major weakness of subordinate ^jpraisal is lack of information regarding acceptable
performance standards [Ref. 16:p. 37].
The performance evaluation method has long served multiple purposes
in formal organizations. Indeed, a contemporary insight about performance evaluation
is that it cannot successfully achieve different objectives at the same time. To some
extent, various evaluation methods better serve some objectives than others.
F. EXECUTIVE QUALITIES
The problem of deciding what to look for in potential future executives is
complex and difficult. No one agrees on what makes a top executive or in what
respects he differed in earlier years from many of his former contemporaries. The
definition of terms so that many different appraisers will derive roughly the same
meaning from them is difficult. In a rough way, most evaluation systems attempt to
measure present jjerformance, identify the degree of present skills and abilities, and
determine the capacity for further development [Ref. 40:p. 86].
The danger of all systems is their tendency to unconsciously produce a
stereotyped pattern. The sameness or similarity of the men who reach the top in a
rigid evaluation system may provide limits to the diversity and flexibility of the
management team. Different kinds of people in outward appearance and in important
personality attributes may have the qualities which make them successful leaders "under
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certain circumstances." General Ulysses S. Grant is a good example of a man whose
personality and appearance masked great qualities of combat generalship. No two
executives will approach a particular problem in quite the same way, and no one of
them could do his job as well as if he were required to do it according to some pre-
conceived, generalized executive pattern. [Ref. 9:p. 78]
Change is the great danger for an organization that stereotypes its management
levels to gear itself for an existing set of circumstances. Nothing in life is static, much
less a particular set of operational circumstances which daily confront a large
organization. Changes are constantly taking place, but usually in small increments so
that they are not readily perceived by people.
In devising a system of appraisal, career management and executive selection,
controls must be built into the system to ensure a certain diversity of character and
personality in the management levels of the hierarchy.
The quality needed at high executive levels may differ in kind and degree from
those required at lower levels. One writer singles out five areas of high-level
appraisal. These are: the degree to which the executive is grounded in the principles
of scientific management and has arrived at a philosophy of management; the quality
of his personal motivation; the extent of his vision; and his interest and participation
in community affairs [Ref. 9:p. 128]. Another general attribute could be added~the
ability to "see the forest through the trees," to grasp the essential and the significant.




3. Personal traits and behavior characteristics
4. Health and stamina
5. Attitudes, motivation and understanding [Ref. 9:pp. 8-9]
The last two items mentioned above are probably the most important
considerations of long-range growth potential. These characteristics that tend to
separate the few qualified for high promotion from the many that are performing well
in their present duties have been the subject of much study and discussion.
Judgment is another fundamental attribute of a successful manager. He must be
able to make sound and wise decisions. A negative, fault-finding approach is not a
substitute or not the same thing as good judgment. Administrative skills are another
fundamental attribute. The good manager has to have planning ability and orderliness,
both in his public and his personal life. [Ref. 41:p. 20]
The good manager has a positive attitude. He inspires confidence and enthusiasm
in the people around him. Vigorous good health derived from prop)er food, play, and
rest contribute to his overall impression of leadership. Courage and character are the
last of the six essential attributes. The leader must be willing to take a calculated risk;
to make a decision when he does not have all the facts. He must have the courage
to delegate and stUl take full responsibility for decisions made even when they are
wrong. [Ref. 41 :p. 20]
The evaluation of such intangible characteristics described above is necessarily
subjective. If these qualities are essential attributes of a manager, then some way must
be found to reflect them in appraisal reports. Subjective evaluation of characteristics
is important. Performance evaluation should be the main criteria of effectiveness,
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particularly in middle and lower echelon executives. If they are getting results, to a
degree it may be assumed that they are employing some combination of leadership
characteristics, effort, diligence, energy and other traits that are desirable and effective.
Performance evaluation requires that the job be carefully described with a clear
delineation of responsibilities. In lower echelons it may be possible to key the
evaluation of performance to quantitative yardsticks, but this becomes more difficult
the higher and broader the responsibilities. Results and job performance should be the
main criteria, but traits must be considered [Ref. 9:p. 19].
Traits or characteristics may be the root of a subordinate's poor performance, or
they may be significant factors in judging his qualifications for a proposed job or
future promotion [Ref. 9:p. 100]. The entire area of trait evaluation is fraught with
dangers and pitfalls. There are some 18,00 different terms in the English language that
can be used to describe an individual [Ref. 9:p. 105].
The personal likes and dislikes of the evaluator is an area of subjectivity which
cannot be entirely eliminated. Sectional, religious, racial, school-club, and class
prejudices may subconsciously enter the evaluation picture. Personalities of superior
and subordinate may antagonize to the disadvantage of the subordinate. Weak
superiors may downgrade a particularly capable subordinate for fear that he poses a
threat to them [Ref. 9:p. 20].
Outward behavior on the job should be the criteria rather than deep probing of
the psyche to discover the causes. Characteristics evaluated should be important to the
performance of all positions where the appraisal is applied, easily observable and
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identifiable by the evaluator, and clearly distinguishable from each other [Ref. 42:p.
94].
Vitality, energy, physical endurance and intelligence are the attributes that often
come to the force in descriptions of top business leaders. Ambition and the desire to
advance are other traits of leaders. As Osbom writes, "They are always prepared for
the next move, and for the one after that. And when the main chance presents itself,
they are quick to spot the opening." [Ref. 42:p. 32]
Health, stamina, and physical endurance are definitely requirements of an
executive position. Without them all other good qualities may be cancelled. Part of
the appraisal system for executives at all levels should include the results of an annual
medical check and an evaluation of this factor by the immediate superior. [Ref. 42:
p. 33]
The other cmcial quality is decisiveness. This is difficult to assess. Lack of
decisiveness is often more apparent to subordinates than to the superior [Ref. 9:p. 77].
The attitude of the superior tends to make his subordinates more or less decisive
depending upon the leeway he gives them for initiative, mistakes, and methods different
from his own. Indecision is often manifested at lower levels by postponement of
decisions about people such as, for example, to avoid the unpleasanmess attendant upon
having to discharge or discipline someone. A man may have all the other attributes
of leadership but be unfitted for high responsibility due to lack of decisiveness.
Job performance should be the main criteria of evaluation reports, accompanied
by an evaluation of traits. An effort should be made to make early identification of
the attributes most common to the men at the top—namely, drive, energy, good health.
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intelligence, decisiveness and the ability to handle people. Most executives are called
ui>on to interpret policy, not to initiate it. Their decision-making or risk-taking
responsibilities are limited. This is true in a military organization and is manifested
by reliance on detailed regulations and orders rather than self-initiated decisions.
G. THE UNIQUENESS OF MILITARY EVALUATION
There are many similarities and differences between military and civilian systems
in terms of performance evaluation. Both would operate fairly and are highly
competitive selection procedures at job entry. Civilian firms can actually hire new
employees at any level. On the other hand, the military usually has a closed
organization due to its general inability to bring in new resources above the junior
officer level.
A first difference from civilian conditions is that the military requires acquisition
of strong commanding authority. Because the purpose of the military existence is to
achieve ultimate success in a mission or combat, the commanding officer takes the
responsibility for the success or failure of the unit and requires that his subordinates
absolutely obey him under any situation. Also, the military requires its missions to be
achieved prior to the individual's. These are some reasons why the military requires
a strong commanding authority more than unlike the civilian system.
A second difference from the civilian system is that the ultimate criterion measure
is success in combat. Because it is almost impossible to measure, readiness for combat
may sometimes be substituted as a criterion. Therefore, there exists a lack of military
criteria that are sufficient to define system performance being obtained as each
individual achieves his goals. Individual performance in the private sectors can be
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easily measured in the form of productivity and profit or loss statements, but it is not
easy in the military. Because much of an individual's activity in a military setting is
often not the performance of ultimate interest, it is difficult to decide who is more
suitable and who is less suitable for future combat. [Ref. 43:pp. 233-256]
The last difference in the military is the frequent movement of duty stations in
a career path. Generally, the tour is from one to three years. Because the evaluator
also has to move to another duty station after one to three years, the actual rating
period may be less than a year. This short rating period would influence both in terms
of observing of the evaluator and exhibiting potential traits of the evaluatee. According
to a Locher and Teel survey, evaluations were conducted annually in 52 percent of the
surveyed organizations, semiannually in 24 percent, and at variable intervals depending
on organizational level in the remaining 24 percent. [Ref. 44:p.247]
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in, THE MILITARY EVALUATION SYSTEM IN USE TODAY
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to study the current systems of officer performance
evaluation in the RTN and the U. S. military. The first section of this chapter presents
how the RTN officer performance evaluation system has been developed. In the
second section, the pmposes of officer evaluation in the RTN, the report form, and
the rating procedures are discussed. The current evaluation systems of the U. S.
military are presented. The strengths and weaknesses of the various systems are
discussed as the researcher perceives them. The fact that there is probably no agreed
upon, fool-proof method of evaluating an individual officer within a given service is
reflected by the dynamic nature of the majority of service fimess report systems.
However, the evaluation system that the RTN has not yet adopted can be studied
through the U. S. military evaluation systems.
The following discussion of the various service evaluation systems in use today
is meant to point out the differences between the various service systems as well as
point out the strengths and weaknesses of the various systems as the researcher
perceives them.
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B. THE RTN EVALUATION SYSTEM
1. Background of the System
The RTN Officer Perfomiance Evaluation Report (RTNOPER) was adopted
in 1947 and has been revised four times. One of the distinctions in the revised
evaluation at that time was that evaluators have to describe a given factor of the
evaluation fomi by using an essay appraisal. Because there were many personnel in
the Navy at that time, it adopted the evaluation form from essay appraisals to a graphic
rating scale to achieve the goal of the evaluation system. Performance is judged on
a five-point scale, and the number of factors are twenty. TTie current form is used for
the officers from ensign to captain. The evaluation result is a classified report and the
evaluated officers cannot see their own reports. The report would be sent to the Naval
Personnel Department and it would be entered in the official record for final evaluation
process. The evaluation system was focused on physical fimess, personality traits,
knowledge, job ability, and quality of work. The total point scale possible is 100.
The evaluators are the immediate supervisors. Three evaluators evaluate each section
by the same form.
2. The Current System
The purposes of the RTNOPER, as stated in the Navy Order No. 99/1985,
is as follows: "... this report is the information to support personnel process in
assignment, promotion, reward, improvement of the naval officer for top management,
and other requirements . . . ." [Ref. 7:p. 5]. The Navy Officer Evaluation System has
been designed to serve six specific purposes:
(1) To provide information upon with important personnel
management decisions regarding individual officers can be based.
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Especially significant among these are promotions and
assignments,
(2) To set standards by which the perfonnance and character of each
officer can be evaluated.
(3) To inform each officer what is expected of him or her.
(4) To evaluate of an individual's past performance and conduct.
(5) To recommend and comment decisive in the career of the
individual.
(6) To encourage the professional development of the officer for the
potential promotion as future executives. [Ref. 6:pp. 1-2]
In general, the RTNOPER improves the efficiency of individuals, establishes
commanding authority, and provides fundamental information for a fair personnel
management process. Normally, all ranks of officers from ensign to captain have to
evaluated once a year through the evaluation report (Navy Form 2-85). The system
requires an evaluation period of at least 180 days by the evaluated officer's immediate
superior and the senior officers of the evaluators. The immediate superior is the most
familiar with the day-to-day performance of the evaluated officer and directly guides
the evaluated officer's participation in the unit mission. The senior evaluators are the
senior evaluating official in the evaluating chain and both are the superiors of the
immediate evaluator. Two senior evaluators are designated by the Navy to prepare an
officer evaluation report. Usually, the senior evaluators are the immediate evaluator's
evaluators. The senior evaluator reviews the rating and comments of the evaluator for
completeness. All ranks except captain (below the division level) must be evaluated
by the immediate evaluator. For example, an immediate evaluator of a ship is a
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commanding officer and senior evaluators are the chief staff officer and squadron
commander of that ship. Normally, the lowest rank of senior evaluator is commander.
Navy Form 2-85 (see Figure 3.1), is the only form in use for naval officers.
The report is required to be completed for the squadron level by 31 March and for the
Personnel Department by 17 April every year. Navy Form 2-85 is for all ranks
(except flag officer) based on every twelfth month since being assigned to a duty
position. The primary contents of Navy Form 2-85 are as follows: administrative data
and job description during the evaluation period; ability and performance rating;
additional comments; recommendation of evaluator; overall evaluation; and
evaluators 'signature. By design and use, the primary rating mechanisms of Navy Form
2-85 are the graphic rating scale of Section 2, Blocks 2.1 through 2.4. The end of
Block 2.4 is the overall evaluation of an officer's potential. Section 3 is a short
narrative section of Blocks 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Section 3, Blocks 3.2.1 through 3.2.4
contain checklists for decision-making purposes. It is obvious that numerous evaluators
have a unique view of the distribution that is to be followed for grading desirability.
In the absence of established guidelines, this section is relatively worthless.
The value of the graphic rating scale of Section 2 is: 1 (poor or unacceptable
performance), 2 (below average), 3 (average or qualified to the generally accepted
standards), 4 (above average or higher qualified), and 5 (excellent).
The narrative sections serve as areas in which to expand on the various grades
given on the graphic rating scale to comment on significant factors not specifically
covered by the graphic rating scale, and to report "critical incidents" in the officers
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Figure 3.1 RTN Navy Fonn 2-85 "Officer Performance Evaluation Report'
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SECTION 3 Overall of Evaluation
3.1 Additional Evaluator Comments (Weakness, strength, and improvement)
3.1.1 Immediate Evaluator
3.1.2 Senior Evaluator (1).
3.1.3 Senior Evaluator (2).
3.2 Recommendations
3.2.1 Planning of this Officer Career
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- Combat Support Commander
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3.2.4 Recomcndation for











Navy Form 2-85 2/2
Figure 3.1 RTN Navy Form 2-85 (continued)
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improvement of the evaluated officer and further actions will be made in Section 3,
Blocks 3.2.1 through 3.2.4.
In general, Section 3 is the most important for this report, because there is a
requirement that the evaluator pass judgment on the timing of the evaluated officer's
promotion (accelerated, decelerated, or with peers) and suitability for command (or
increased responsibility) of ships or aircraft. [Rcf 7:p. 5]
The total marks are summed up by the final (third) senior evaluator and the
report is sent directly to the Personnel Department, Headquarters of the Navy. The
results are classified and are not released for any reason.
C. THE U. S. MILITARY OFFICER EVALUATION SYSTEMS
1. The U. S. Navy Report On the Fitness of Officers
The U. S. Navy Report on the Fitness of Officers (FTTREP) is the major
document used for evaluating naval officers. The current MIREP system has been in
use without major modification since 1974 [Ref. 45:p. 1]. The FTTREP is the primary
basis for comparing and selecting officers for promotion, assignment, selection for
command and subspecialty, retention, term of service, professional development training
and other career actions as required. Elsewhere in the document, references are made
to using it for providing junior officers with personal counseling and for recording
extraordinary performance, such as misconduct. The fitness report form has two
distinct sections, one for numerical quantification of personal qualities and another for
a written summary of the officer's performance. To accomplish this, a rater first
completes an appraisal work sheet (NAVPERS 161 1/W) (see Figure 3.2) which serves
as a guide for completion of the report on the fitness of officers (NAVPERS 1611/1
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Figure 3.2 Appraisal Work Sheet (Continued).
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Figure 3.2 Appraisal Work Sheet (Continued).
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Figure 3.2 Appraisal Work Sheet (Continued).
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Rev. 7-84) (see Figure 3.3), designed to be processed by optical character recognition
(OCR) equqjment. A few evaluation factors in the appraisal woik sheet were
reinforced on 31 July 1984 (see Figure 3.4). The appisdsal work sheet is used to
define the measures based on Specific Aspects of Performance and Personal traits, and
a rating scale from A to I is used in grading the various performance aspects and
personality traits. Completing this sheet, the rater interviews with the rated officer.
After finishing this appraisal work sheet, the rater grades a rated officer on a
Specific Aspects of Performance, Warfare Specialty Skills, and Subspecialty
Performance based upon the previously completed appraisal work sheet. Each grade,
combined and described by the required narrative comments, is the basis for
determining the Mission Contribution evaluation. The Mission Contribution is
differentiated in High, Mid, and Low. A rated officer placed in the highest range of
the Evaluation section can be recommended for promotion, but this requirement is not
mandatory. A recommendation for early promotion is entirely acceptable for such
nomination to be made regardless of the time in grade or promotional eligibility, for
this procedure serves to identify the "head and shoulders" type performers. The
Summary block provides the distribution of the total evaluation marks given other
officers of the same rank and competitive category. The rater must rank these officers
numerically from one to the total number. Also, this section is left blank below the
level of lieutenant. The first two copies of the Report on the Fimess of Officers are
sent to the Navy Headquarters, the rater maintains one copy, and another is sent to the
rated officer. If discriminations of the rated officer from the old report during the next
rating period occur, the rater completes the next rating report based on the
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Figure 3.3 U.S. Navy Report on liie Fitness of Officers.
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Figure 3.3 U.S. Navy Report on tlie Fitness of Officers (continued).
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Figure 3.4 Added Element of the Appraisal Work Sheet.
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discrimination such as improvement or backward movement. This method usually
encourages the rated officer to improve. [Ref. 46:pp. 1-28]However, a rater must
complete the Report on the Fitness of Officers with 88 evaluation items per rated
officer as well as the appraisal work sheet. Such complexity in the evaluation process
gives the rater a heavy workload. One other important factor is that only one rater
does the evaluation. When an evaluation being done by only one rater is considered
with the previous argument, the results of the evaluation may be questionable in
accuracy. On the other hand, one of the characteristics in the Navy system is the
attempt to separate the personal traits from performance based upon Mission
Contribution. Second, the Report on the Fimess of Officers takes advantage of the
machine readable OCR feature of the form and statistical analysis of performance
marks.
2. The U. S. Marine Corps Fitness Report
The U. S. Marine Corps (USMC) Fimess Reports are the principal record
of performance for Marines above the grade of corporal. The primary purpose of the
performance evaluation system of the Marine Corps is to support the promotion,
selection, and retention of the best qualified Marines and additionally to aid the
assignment of personnel. Marine Corps Instructions for the completion of Form
NAVMC 10835 are included in the USMC Order 1610.7C. Broadly speaking, the
fimess reports present a composite judgment of military character and relative merit
compared with other officers of the same rank and comparable experience. It assists
selection boards in determining which officers are best suited for promotion and
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provides the commandant and staff with information as to each officer's qualifications
for various types of duty.
The Marine Corps Evaluation System is required to be accurate, timely,
complete, and informative for Selection Boards. The Marine Corps Order P1670.7C
govems the evaluation system and USMC Fimess Report (1610) (see Figure 3.5) with
an OCR like the Navy system. There are four sections in the USMC Fitness Report.
The evaluation portion of the report contains a graphic rating scale and narrative
description. Evaluation factors are divided into performance characteristics,
professional qualities, potential, and preferences factors. Block 15a, "General Value to
the Service" is the rater's assessment of the rated officer's current contribution to the
Marine Corps and career capabilities. Therefore, it has to be a measure of the whole
Marine in relation to his or her contemporaries, not a mere summary of Blocks 13 and
14. Because of this importance, Block 15a has 11 rating scales from "outstanding" to
"not observed." Block 15b is the distribution of marks for all Marines of this grade
and E^pears to be the "guts" of the Marine Corps system for promotions, retention, and
assignment to critical positions. According to Marine Corps Order P1670.7C:
"Block 15b must reflect all others Marines of the same grade under the reporting
senior supervision at the time of the report, as if all had been included in the
reporting occasion. Inclusion of all other Marines of the same grade in this
distribution is mandatory whether or not reports are actually submitted on all
others at this time. The reporting senior, ordinary, is the immediate commanding
officer or the head of the staff section of the rated officer, and must exercise
utmost care and attention, ensuring that the numbers distributed in items 15b are
accurate and actually reflect the actual evaluation assigned (or that would have
been assigned if report were submitted on) all Marines of the same grade.
Artificial cluster or false distribution is unacceptable." [Ref. 47 :p. 5-5]
Therefore, Blocks 15a and 15b are the bottom line of the Marine Corps Fitness
Report. Section C refers to mandatory comments, guided comments, and comments
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Figure 3.5 U. S. Marine Corps Fitness Report (continued).
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by grade. There are two kinds of rating methods; the absolute evaluation method in
Block 15a and the relative evaluation method in reporting senior's and reviewing
officer's certification of page 2. This assures evaluators accuracy and credibility in
evaluating their subordinates. It is the responsibility of the rated officers to submit a
signed fimess report, with Section A completed, to their rep)orting senior at the
prescribed intervals. The reporting seniors then fill out the remainder of the report,
which, and send it to the immediate superior in command (or other designated higher
authority) for review and comment (if appropriate). Fitness reports are considered as
privileged information and are handled with utmost administrative privacy, although
they are not classified. In particular, to ensure Marines are provided feedback on their
performance evaluation records on file at Marine Corps Headquarters, a few months
after rated officers have submitted their fimess report, they receive a computer-printed
receipt (Fimess Report Receipts Notice, FRRN) (see Figure 3.6) from Marine Corps
Headquarters. Ttie receipt contains a summary of the markings, less section c
comments, and Official Military Personnel File (OMPF), which is the rated Marine's
complete military history from the day of entry into the service through present. This
may assist the rated Marines in reviewing themselves and improving their merits.
Rated officers may also request a Master Brief Sheet (see Figure 3.7), summarizing all
past markings from the Career Planner section of Marine Corps Headquarters (code
MMCE). If they desire professional guidance in interpreting and planning their career,
they may seek the guidance of the Headquarters Career Counseling staff. [Ref. 47:ch.
1-7]
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1. After fltneaa reports are audited for completeness and compliance wltn this
Manual, receipt of all fitness reports at HQMC Is acKnowledged by a computer-generatec
receipt as shown above.
2. Receipts are mailed to Marines at their duty address as deteralned from the
reporting unit code reported through the MMS. Receipts for IRR's are mailed to their
home address.
t. Marines who have not received a receipt within 90 days of the end of a reporting
period may initiate inquiry by Administrative Action .'om via the normal fitness
report chain of command. Inquiries received at HQMC without intennediate endorsements
will not be processed.
5. The Commandant of the Marine Corps (MHPE) should be advised of any incorrect data
detected on a fitness report receipt; e.g., if a receipt shown an incorrect assign-
ment, period of the report, or reporting occasion. The correct information should be
included in the correspondence.
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Figure 3.7 U.S. Marine Corps Master Brief Sheet.
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3. The U. S. Army Officer Evaluation System
The U. S. Army Officer Evaluation System (OES) is designed to assess an
officer's performance and to estimate potential for future service based on the manner
of that performance. The primary focus of the evaluation is on (1) a comparison
between the officer's performance and the duty position requirements and (2) the
potential evaluation, which is a projection of the performance accomplished during the
rating period into future circumstances that encompass greater responsibilities. The
primary focus of the potential assessment is the capability of the officer to meet
increasing responsibility in retention of peers.
The current OES has been in use since 15 September 1979 [Ref. 48 :p. 236].
Under the OES, every officer is evaluated on their performance and potential.
According to Army Regulation (AR) 623-105:
(a) The Officer Evaluation Reporting System is a subsystem of the Officer
Evaluation System. It includes the methods and procedure for organizational
evaluation and assessment of an officer's performance and an estimation of
potential for future service based on the manner of that performance . . .The
primary function of the Officer Evaluation Reporting System is to provide
information from the organizational chain of command to be used by DA for
officer personnel decision . . . .(d) A secondary function of the Officer Evaluation
Reporting System is to encourage the professional development of the officer
corps . . . .(e) The Officer Evaluation Reporting System contributes significantly
by providing a natural impetus to continual two-way communication so that the
rated officer is made aware of the specific nature of his duties and is provided
an opportunity to participate in the organizational planning process . . . .The
senior/subordinate communication process also facilitates the dissemination of
career development information, advice, and guidance to the rated officer. [Ref.
49:p. 16-17]
The current evaluation system procedure uses three forms. DA Form 67-
8 (see Figure 3.8) is the Officer Evaluation Report (OER) form. An OER is prepared
on each officer in the Army at least annually, or more often as prescribed by the
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Figure 3.8 U.S. Army DA Form 67-8 (continued).
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regulations (AR 623-105). The completed OER is forwarded to the Department of the
Army (DA) where it becomes a permanent portion of the rated officer's service record.
A Support Form, DA Form 67-8-1 (see Figure 3.9), is designed to involve the rated
officer in a meaningful way in the evaluation process and to improve counseling.
The third form, DA Form 67-8-2 (see Figure 3.10), is designed for use by
Headquarters, Department of the Army. This form is titled Senior Rater Profile Report,
and is provided to maintain a rating history of each senior rater. DA Form 67-8
includes graphic rating scales of professional attributes, a recommendation concerning
promotion, and the descriptive comment sections. In part FV, Professionalism is
separated into professional competence and professional ethics, and each graphic scale
requires narrative comments. In Part VII, a reporting senior has to place a rated
officer numerically within a hypothetical population of one hundred contemporaries.
This is an outstanding tool to prevent several biases such as leniency or severity.
Because the rated officer, for instance, should have outstanding qualities to be placed
within second ranking, and this is the relative comparison to one hundred
contemporaries, the reporting senior cannot help being careful in rating subordinates.
The DA Form 67-8-1 is used by the rated officers and rating chain. The
Army is exploring an MBO system including a measure of self-evaluation by indicating
the rated officer's major performance objectives and listing the rated officer's
significant contributions. The purpose of DA Form 67-8-1 is to encourage the
communication process between the rater and the rated officer and to permit the rated
officers to describe their principal duties, objectives, and significant contributions.
Therefore, performance improvement of Army officers can be enhanced by increasing
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Figure 3.9 U.S. Army DA Form 67-8-1.
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MATER COMMENTS /0»rtoM«J;
Signature ano oate iMm.
b INTERMEDIATE RATER COMMENTS /Opnon«J)
SIGNATURE ANO DATE lAlanOAK
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 ii U.S.C. SS2ai
1. AUTHORITY: S«c 301 TiU» 5 USC; See 3012 TiU. 10 USC.
2. PURPOSE: DA Form 67—8. OfTictr Evilualion Report, ttrrrt u the pnmiry source of informjtioD for ofHcer penonnel
raa/memeni decuioru. DA Form 67— B— I. Officer ErvluAtion Support Form. »er*e» ms a piide for the rated ofncert perform-
ance, development of the rated ofHcer, enhancea the accorapliahment of the ortaniz.ation mtmaioo. and provides additionaJ
performajiee information to the ratuif chain.
1 ROUTINE USE: DA Form 67—8 will be maintained in the rated officeri official militiry Peraonnel Tile (OMPFl and
Career Manajemenl IndinduaJ File (CMIF). A copy «nll be provided to the rat«d officer either directly or sent to the
forwardini address shown in Part 1, DA Form 67—8. DA Form 67—8—1 la for orfaniiational use only and will be returned to
the rated officer after review by the ratinf chAin.
4. DISCLOSURE: Disclosure of the rated officer s SSN {Part I. DA Form 67—8) is voluntary However, failure to verify
the SSN may result in a delayed or erroneous procesainf of the officer's OER. Disclosure of the information in Part IV,
DA Form 67—8— 1 U voluntary However, failure to provide the information requested will result in an evaluation of the
rated officer without the benefiu of that officer's comments. Should the raud officer use the Privacy Act as a basis not
to provide the information requested in Part fV. the Support Form will contain the rated officer s statement to thai effect
and be fon»«rded throu|h the rating chain in accordance with AR 623— 105.
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Figure 3.9 U.S. Army DA Form 67-8-1 (continued).
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communication between superior and subordinate. This may positively affect the
overall morale of the personnel.
DA Form 67-8-2 is used by the DA headquarters to track the rating history
of each senior rater and makes this information available to both the senior rater and
the DA. One copy of this form is made available to each U. S. Army senior rater to
make him or her aware of their performance as an evaluator and a second copy is
filed in the senior rater's official military personnel file (OMPF). This form works to
prevent the inflation of marks as with Part Vn of DA Form 67-8.
The Army's OER system has been in operation since 1979. It is reportedly
working without serious inflation by senior raters and with strong selection board
endorsement. The strongest selection board feedback is that those senior officers who
focus primarily on the top box are "losing their vote" and "hurting their subordinates'
chances" for selection and promotion [Ref. 45:pp. 24-25].
4. The U. S. Air Force Officer Evaluation System
The Air Force Officer Evaluation System (OES) was introduced on 1 August
1988. It is the newest U. S. military officer performance evaluation system. OES is
primarily designed to measure the individual's effectiveness, select the right officers to
do the job, and to promote in the Air Force. The OES and its components—the
performance feedback, officer performance reporting, and promotion recommendation-
-are the keystone of the Officer Professional Development Program. According to U.
S. Air Force Regulation (AFR) 36-10, the Officer Evaluation System has three
purposes:
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The first purpose is to provide meaningful feedback to officers on what is
expected of them, advise on how well they are meeting those expectations, and
advise on how to better meet those expectations. The second is to provide a
reliable, long-term, cumulative record of performance and potential based on that
performance. The third is to provide central selection boards with sound
information to assist them in selecting the best qualified officers. [Ref 50:p.
6]
Also, the Air Force Professional Development Program states the three major
goals of OES:
(1) To increase an officer's qualifications and ability to perform his or her duties
now and in the near future.
(2) To prepare officers for future leadership challenger.
(3) To ensure the people who are best qualitied are advanced in grade and
responsibility. [Ref 51:p. 3]
Air Force Regulation 36-10 explains the Air Force Officer Evaluation
System. All officers in field grades (0-4 and above) are evaluated on AF Form 707
A "Field Grade Officer Performance Evaluation" (see Figure 3.11). AF Form 707 B
"Company Grade Performance Evaluation" (see Figure 3.12) is used for all officers in
company grade (0-3 and below). For line officers on the active duty list, reports are
prepared semiannually until an officer has two reports on file, and annually thereafter.
A non-line officer on the active duty list will receive semiannual reports until he or
she has four reports on file as a non-line officer, and annually thereafter. In general,
AF Forms 707 A and 707 B are similar. To evaluate potential, a two-block system
("Does not meet standards" and "meet standards") is used by three evaluators: the rater,
an additional rater, and the reviewer [Ref. 51:pp. 26-27].
The rater is the first officer in the rating chain serving in a grade equal to
or higher than the ratee. In most cases, the rater is the officer's immediate supervisor.
The additional rater is the rater's supervisor. For all officers below the grade of
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I. RATtt IDENTIFICATION DAJAfHfd Al R J6 10 cortlully bt/orf /illmi in tii> ll"»l
1. NAME iLiii. I irti. HiilJIe Iniiitll
i. rcRioo OF niPORi
From
«. NO. DAYS SUPCRVISION 7. REASON FOR REPORT
• OROANI2ATION. COMMAND. LOCATION t. PAS CODE
II. UNIT MISSION DESCRiniON
III. JOB DESCRIPTION i.OUTVtitlE
2. KEY DUTIES. TASKS. AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT





Has knowledge 'eaulrrd to pfdofm dutirs eHectively
Slfives to improve this VnowlrdgP.
Applies knowledge to handle nonroulme situations
7. lejdenhip Skills
Sets and enlofces standards Motivates subordinates Wo'ks well
with others Fosters teamwork Displays initiative Sell confident.
Has respect and conlidcnce ol subordinates fair and consistent
in evaluation ol subcvdinales
3. Proteiilonjl Oualltiej
t«hibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty
Adheres to Air force standards Accepts peisonal responsibility.
Is lair »r>d objective
4 Organijjtionjl Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources elleciivcly.
Schedules work lor sell and oHwrs equitably and eHeclively.
Anticipates and solves problems Meets suspenses
5. Judgment and Decisinni
Makes timely and accurate decisions Emphasizes logi< in
decision making Retains composure m stiesslul situations
tecogniies opporiunmes and acts to take advantage ol them
£ Communication Skills
Listens, speaks, and writes e'lectively.
AF Form 707A, AUG 88 FIELD GRADE OFFICER PERFORMANCE REPORT
Figure 3.11 U.S. Air Force AF Form 707 A,
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VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT
NAM(. QHAOt. at* or »VC. OnON. COMO. LOCATION DUTY TIILt
SIONATUnC
VII. ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT CONCUR Q NONCONCUR Q
NAME, OnAOE. Bn or tVC. OnON, COMO. LOCATION DUTY TITLE
SIGNATURE
VIII. REVIEWER CONCUR NONCONCUR
NAME. OnADE. BIT OE SVC. OBCN. COMO, LOCATION DUTY TITLE
SIGNATURE
Instructions
All: Recommendation! must be based on performance and the pc;ntial based on that performance Promotion
recommendations are prohibited Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PME, advanced
education, previous or anticipated promotion recommendations on AF Form 709. OER indorsement levels, family activities,
marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion
Rater: Focus your evaluation in Section IV on what the officer did. how well he or she did it and how the officer
contributed to mission accomplishment Write in concise "bullet" formal Your comments in Section VI may include
recommendations lor augmentation or assignment
Additional Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased, and uninflated If you
disagree, you may ask the rater to review his or her evaluation You may not direct a change in the evaluation If you still
disagree with the rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain. You may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.
Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater's ratings and comments If their evaluations are accurate,
unbiased, and uninflated. mark the form "CONCUR" and sign the form If you disagree with previous evaluators. you may
ask them to review their evaluations You may not direct them to change their appraisals If you still disagree with the
additional rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and explain in Section VIII Do not use "NONCONCUR" simply to provide comments
on the report
A F Form 707A,AUG SS (Rererse) •V. I.OOi <«••- lOI-l'lilOXI
Figure 3.11 U.S. Air Force AF Form 707 A (continued).
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I. BATEE IDENTIFICATION DfKlA (Reed AFR J6I0 cart/Ully btfort filHnt in any titm)
J-1
1. NAME (L*tt, Firii. AUddU Iniiltl)
S. fERIOOOF REPORT
Fro*":
t. NO. OAVt SUfERVISION 7. REASON FOR REPORT
•. OROANIZATrON. COMMAND. LOCATION •. PAtCOOE
II. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION
III. JOB DESCRIPTION 1 OOTV TITLE:
1. KEY DUTIES. TASKS. AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
IV. IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT






Has knowledge required to per<orm dutiei eHectively.
Sirivet lo improve thai knowledge.
2. lejdenhip Skllli
Sen and enforces slandards Works well with others.
Fostprs tearnwork. Displays initiative. SeiLconlideni.
3. Prolesjional Qualities
t«hibits loyally, discipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty.
Adheres to Air Force standards Accepts personal responsibility.
Is lair and objective
t. Organizational Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses resources eHectively.
Meets suspenses.
5. Judgrnent and Decisions
Males timely and accu'ale decisions Emphasires logic in
decision making Retains composure in stressful situations.
Kecogniies opportunities Requires minimal supervision
6. Communication Skills
listens, speaks, and writes eHe:tively.
AF Form 707B, AUG 88 COMPANY GRADE OFFICER PERFORMANCE REPORT
Figure 3.12 U.S. Air Force AF Form 707 B.
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StONATUMf
VIII. REVIEWER CONCUR ^3 NONCONCUR I I
NAMI. ORAOt. •» OF tVC. OnCN. COMO, LOCATION DUTY TITLE
StONATURE
IfHiruetiom
All: R*comm«nd«tlont muit b« b*t«d on performtnc* tnd th« pottntitt bat«(f on tK*t (wrfonTunc*. Promotion rtconmxndttloni »r«
prohlblttd. Do not coniidtr or comment on complitlon of or tnrollmvnt In PME. tdvtnctd tducttlon. prtvloui Of tntlclptttd promotion
r«comm«ndttlom on AF Form 70S, OER IndorMmcnt l«vtli, family tctlvltlM, mwltfl itctut. rac«, Mx. tthnk origin, tft. or religion.
Rtt«r: Focui your tviluttlon In Section IV on what the ofricer did, how well he or the did It end how the officer contributed to minion
•ccompllihment. Write In concise 'bullet" torm«t. Your eommentt In Section VI mey lr>dude reoommendationt for augmentation or
assif^Hikeiit.
Additional Rater: Carefully review the rater's evaluation to anture It it accurate, unbieted and uninflated. If you ditagre*. you may ask
the riler to review hit or her evaluation. You may rtot direct a change In the evaKialion. If you still ditagree with the rater, mark 'NON-
CONCUR* and explain. You may Irtdude recommertdatlorM for augmentation or atilgnmem .
Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater't rating vn6 comments. If their evaluations are accurate, unbiased and unin-
flated, mark the form "CONCUR" ar»d sign the form. If you disagree with previous eveluatort. you may ask ihem to review their evalua-
tlom. You may not direct tf>em to char>ge their appraisals. If you still ditagree with the additional rater, mark "NONCONCUR" and
explain In Section VIII. Do not use "NONCONCUR" simply to provide comments on the report.
AF Form 707B. AUG Si (Ktterit) • «. t.c»e> itaa- >ei-]ii<*o<4]
Figure 3.12 U.S. Air Force AF Form 707 B (continued).
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colonel, the additional rater must be at least one grade senior to the officer being rated.
The reviewer for majors and below is an official in at least the grade of colonel or
equivalent in a wing commander or equivalent position. For lieutenant colonels and
colonels, the reviewer is the first general officer or equivalent in the rating chain.
The report is reviewed at several levels. The additional rater has an
opportunity to add a broader view of the ratee's performance and potential based on
performance. The additional rater may disagree with either one or more of the six
performance factor ratings in Section V, or with comments made by the rater in
Sections IV or VI, or with a combination of all three. The reviewer has an
opportunity to concur or not concur with the additional rater's evaluation and
comments. A "quality review" is the reviewer's primary responsibility. If the reviewer
agrees with the report, no comments are necessary. If any part of the report is deemed
inaccurate, the report is returned to the rater for consideration.
The AF Form 724, Performance Feedback Worksheet (PFW) (see figure
3.13), is provided by the rater as on required basis. This element provides a formal
evaluative feedback, which is needed to assist in future professional development pief.
51:p. 3].
The Promotion Recommendation Form (PRF), AF Form 709, (see Figure
3.14), is the final component of the OES. This element gives the promotion board a
basis for differentiation which is driven by performance. This form is prepared by a
senior officer who has direct access to personal knowledge of the officer's performance.
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AF Form 724, AUG 88 PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK WORKSHEET
Figure 3.13 U.S. Air Force AF Form 724 Performance Feedback Worksheet.
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Figure 3.13 U.S. Air Force AF Form 724 (continued).
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I. WATH IDtNTIFICATION DATA (H,,4 AFK It 10 f'ifyttr k'fo'i flttlnf linn/ litm/
V NAMI (Ltil, fl'il. Mmh Imuml)
HARRIS, JOHN T. xxx-xx-xxxx
1. OKAOI
Captain 2(35
1. OMOANIXAriOM, COMMAND. ANO lOCAf ION
Department of Phyalca, Dean of Faculty (USAfA>, Colorado Springs, Qplorado
1. fASCOOl
usoBreoc
II. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION
The Physics Department is one of 19 academic departments. Department teaches 3 Introductory
physics courses to 2096 cadeta annually and 2S advanced physics courses to 93 physics majors.
Conducts basic space physics, laser and astronomy research for several operational conrrnnds.
Provides officer role models and career counseling to cadets.
III. JOa OESCni^TiON i. oorv TiTH! Course Director and instructor of Physics
z. Ktv ouTift. TAtRi. MitroN(iBi(.iTiti: Supervlses IB Instructors who annually teach 25 sections of
Introductory calculus -based physics to 1290 cadets. Develops curricula, establishes
educational standards, and determines grades. Instructor for 42 cadets In subject areas of
classical mechanics, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics. Conducts classes, motivates, and
counsels cadets. Conducts basic optics research funded by the Air rorce Weapons Laboratory.
IV. PnOMQTION RECOMMENDATION
Capt Harris is one of our top company grade Instructors meeting this board. His superior
record of performance
—
youngest Minuteman crew comnander at Minot AfB, ground-breaking
research at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory—bring a real-life relevance to his courses. As
a result of his research proposals, he acquired $130K worth of laser equipment and organized
a research team of 5 officers. He is ncM the principle investigator for this project which
has significant SOI application. His unique blend of operational experience, technical
expertise, and supervisory talent mark him for a bright future. Promote to major this board












DO NOT moMOtf TMii (OAno
X. SENIOR RATER
NAMt. OnALc. BM or SVC. OACN COMO, LOCATION
MAKTIN W. DALEY, Col, OSAF
US Air Force Academy (USAFA)
Colorado Springs, Colorado
OUIT tlTlt





Review previous OERj, OPR^ Education/Training Reports, and Supplemental Evaluation Sheets. Discuss, if
needed, the oHicer's performance with officials in the supervisory chain. Evaluate the officer's
performance and assess his or her potential based on performance. Do not consider or comment on
enrollment in or completion of professional military education or advanced academic education.
Piovide an accurate, unbiased assessment free from consideration of race, sex. ethnic origin, age, religion,
or marital Status.
Provide the officer a copy of this report approximately 30 days prior to the board for which this report is
prepared.
AF Form 709. AUG 89 PROMOTION RECOfvlMENOATION
Figure 3.14 U.S. Air Force AF Form 709 Promotion Recommendation Form.
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be the same senior rater. The selection board will disregard the grade of the senior
rater.
One advantage of the Air Force system is that users of AF Forms 707 A
and B in the Air Force Headquarters can easily and completely understand the rated
officer's performance achievements and individual's traits because AF Pamphlet 36-
6 is quite detailed and provides all information about the OES.
A second advantage is that three steps such as the rater, the additional rater
and the reviewer in the rating chain are used to increase accuracy. A third strength
of the Air Force is that since AF Pamphlet 36-6 is detailed, a rater can easily evaluate
a rated officer's traits. Also, the Officer Personnel Evaluator's Handbook with details
are distributed to all Air Force officers as a guide for rating. The use of a detailed
Officer's Guide provides a model for the RTN Officer Performance Evaluation System.
5. The U. S. Coast Guard Officer Evaluation System
The U. S. Coast Guard (USCG) was included in the study of U. S. military
evaluation systems. Instructions for the U. S. Coast Guard Officer Evaluation Reports
(OER) Fomi CG-5300 (Rev. 12-88) are found in Chapter 10 of the Commandant
Instruction (COMDTINST) M 1000.6 "U. S. Coast Guard Personnel Manual." The U.
S. Coast Guard's current system was introduced on 1 July 1984 and represents the
third revision. Two forms are used in the evaluation process: (1) the Officer
Evaluation Report (OER) (see Figure 3.15) and (2) the Officer Support Form (OSF)
(see Figure 3.16). The purpose of OER system is to supply information to the
Commandant for personnel management decisions such as promotion, assignment, and
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»mjt and i^^if'** Mh^H ^« o'Vat
—"wof^w^d » co<U*i ^ tfuon w
IWQw«*d cvMiiv* 9uidar<c« 9
ta rowH'w ac^rtiw^ ^9^ to
*co»«t« vo to pa»d *
A«c*dtr «K«*r«d w*c—»ao kMeM«a09«
cf prv'vvarwNjtf I
pRK«dw« to w^f*#9« rt* oao^A^x*!^
r v>d cco»wo*<» coMMM
o
PI vw Ca—I Owft'tf
FaArd to i>*««1 acc««ta£M lUndanM or
dP*<ort>Bi» nr^BCtoTf proyrvft
COI^««to»« tf «rW<V« HI— TIM » •
l.ff%««d •>)«tebt« oooo»^v«^«<a^ to Da^^Cto"!
•I 0»*r—9X* '«««'^««a tt^^m^ v owq''
k/to**—3y ard tBO*'W<^c« m> • aray^ad
SwCo^KV « o*««» ptoM *or».^ ^^ie»»*»d9r
w«d co^w*** d<iatoc—»'< t***!. «a^»<er«T




9M 'UO 0' O 0X
Figure 3.15 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Evaluation Report.
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fwcnsco' ^*oE I #>•* It Ml
4. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: M«asuf»t how ftn offictr antdt or U «rr#cie<} by o(r>*rt.
k •ffo'l R) coop«'iM. *nd to wort
Wi «wag*jTl«d »M tAU* and Im»-
otftarv c>u%«<l noviMy brnK-autm
of !«•««• to Man* » Corw<4. lmp«U*n( o>
»M)OM« «
mi* Wm I
Wm ftlao to ^MO^wtt cwAcb Md • te*m
C/icour*9«d Qp«»> —fffMatow erf M»m and
r«ttp*ci*d »« ii<»»^AdtM of Mh***^
Wort«o oo0l4^t^»b^f ««n o«>w« of •
fWAa/poMlorw IU«t o*k*n Mormad.
CDnaukvd tiB^m% Oak <*»•*< p*opi« and
iwtdalM Cifftod tfkw« of toAd H«lp«d
a»t«r« n>o*it oofAcb md ««f >ocv»*d on
r«Akk/po*<nn« tom 9—^ •
frouv dfOftAMc* tr«pk»d cooo^'Mon
0>«nn*t*d group csWhcs Mo cvaim-*
O O
1h« <»^>M to «i«40 »« off^cw *SS
Mk^ Vw l««« *nd WW tf ri«
PatKf « p«i»on«l (•UOan«Mp« and
to rMii rvUpton. a^* •«. f*c«
teck^towNd Afcyd biM to
poawih Oi tw lr**im«rtf «il
Uft«d po«JDo<^ to KMaa* o(h«n ««
AMto alvTlng f«m«rk« Old
rcgardUM erf nftgloft nQa svi. taca Of
•M* tor Ktng i« to »M tpbt C0 *^
r^pQOtOftOt.
TtwouffM tmmOmrttdfi »td ««iftonafc«rd
•toon^ p*rwy\M co'MnA'vt*^^ ptomoiad 1*«
•nd •Qual »*«wv«r4 erf olh«^ In •
MiMkona ••f>*rtf^*M erf fbgcn. *o« mk.
'•ca. or Mhmc b*OofO(^ *ci/v««y
bahavw* bjr omfft u*<s* ct**rtr '^^
to^V^ cu'tttoiMto'^ to 9>^ and
^^^_ o
S. LEADERSHIP SKILLS: Mea$uf t an offtori ability lo gutO€ du»ct d»v>top. tnnu>nc>. tnO »uppOf1 otheft in in>lf p^f1ofma^ct ol wofk.
>d raapOA-
•aiatr
0»«'1CK*«:l or to^AtvlMS iWak *n—r.ai»va
or abvaiwa k«atm*>^ erf o0^«<-» Uar te««
b»«n oc4^««KM to cC^*n bul («va«ooni^^
pa^aorviJ rt*«(>t S*ldor« ac
-
racogntzM} aubordnai**'
VwMrvd* HO* lr4»a« In tawi^ or
d^aiopma^ of •wfaordb%*iM U«v hava
:au«ra|r w«hhatd auVionry 9 oww-




Mapondad to r>a« n*4
rtaa »ai«rrN»^ bMrtg
•d arM) '^pad «•^ pmitof^ or
Uud protMmft. w»a<H and 9c>*M
Whmft unabia to aaaMi auQoaitad oi





Da«noiMt/aiad • co«*M^Am*f« to dawtop arxl
h»a • carMg co'*!^>^^^ In av^a*!
P«r«cM\«^ anawad raao«^t^« ^fu »*»B«b«a
to a»aa! p«3D^ f>aadi and »^ hvruU o'
ur»/<« or*!* nai aKaa^ad Wn a«w«irt
accauttia to o««a*i and r«aa p»o«i«m«
EBkam*tr cenacwnUoua tn ana^w^g twtxy
dMaiat 'acarvod approprtau and WAa»r
b DtVElOP>*3 SU9QPQlH*Tn
fha aiia/4 to hMca an orfkar waad
and pr^voad occorfcxvbaa lor yo*^
to mcjaaM Vta tliMt. k/iow<
^c^^ncf erf aubord««alaa
^Kiwtdad opporfcmOaa and artcova^ad
auteMifer^aiaa to aaparwf «^a« «f>*a« hancM
Vitpor^jtnf taaha. wd laa/f« by <>oing Hald
srtAnatM aceouraaWa proirvlad te*>a«r
M ar^ corwtrwc»wa ertoctam Pio^ndad




rnmm orf paocxa UrM or wor« yowp lan w>a
'dock^iKylL ' faopta akaavt hn«w wn^i «aa
9ovig o« and iDwOn««y hand^ad ttta
ur«««paclad Oa*«top*d cornprahanv*a and
*wa kaMW^ pro9raa<a ^tomoiad a
tfMbnarf « l»am»>o and pvftonal
O
Iha tff<»''t aWac»*»naaa ta Mtw-
anK^ or *>ac»ng otfw* to Vm
»c< or>«c*«>t'*«a'4 (rf UUJ or
An «Ac«r «*«o had dlf^Cuar cor«oair^ and
wA^Mnong ol^^arv aftac»*a>|i Old nol vt««l
o* ar#\anca cooparabon aincng
c>i IK— va^ua or
aaundaratood lotafarad lata or ata'plnal





Hapt o»<*^ aio»ra»ad and on Vac* wan
fitMrt *Via 90*r^ 90! tough*
arid Mapwad oihaa to









1»w anat la «Mch an aff<ar aa
^por%ad on OiTcar Supannaor
fWporwtg ORcar Kvwtawoi ^>r*m
f oAan
rttwmad tar Mipro<rama/A ^ii»w>ad tOa or
at 9ub
^Tvparad untnrflalad anftftad cMMaft and




On<a< conductad or ta^uaad oTia^
to conduct accwiata urwAaiad and
b«>«*f rikJuaMmi tor anai
cva^an and o'T^a' par«onr^
Nvraln^a
rtpova ar4
co^atTkad apacAc obaanrauona Fw











Figure 3.15 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Evaluation (continued).
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•c. LEADERSHIP SKILLS: ITh* officw't sbAtv le ouKtt. dirtel, d»v*«oe. InlVMnca. tnd tupoon oih*n kt «>•» p«rfo"n«nc« e( ¥M>t. IndudM:
Loo^mfl Om te« Olhti
. 0>»«>opinfl Sutootdtrgiw
.
OiftclinB Olh«n . and €v»«u«llog SubOfdirMlw I
d. COMMUNtCATINO SKILLS: ITh* oMicai't aMily lo communicaia in a claai and contnrtcng mannar. tndudai: Spaakng and Liitaning. Woiing. and
AniculaiOTfl Idaii I
-"^^ " " ^
a. PERSONAL QUALITIES. ISelacied qualiiies wtvch Muslraie Ihc character ol the indrvkfcial. Includat Initiaiiva , Judgment . RespontiMiir . Surruna. and
Sobiictr )
I. REPRESENTING THE COAST GUARD: (An officer's ability to bring ciedit to the Coast Guard through looks and actions IrKKxtes: Appearand .
Customs ana Counnwi
.
Prolatnonabsm. arxj Dtallr^g »viih Iha Public I
Figure 3.15 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Evaluation Form (continued).
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•. PERFORMANCE OBSERVATIONS. (Fo> Mch el Of p«rform«nc« •rt«i l(l*d Utow. not* w dncrtM (pccifK Mpccu o> ••*nipl*t e( pwlormwic* yiM
ebMrvcd Itui occvirr«4 dunng th» r^porung pwiod lnd<c*l« Ih* d«i* ol occuri*flc« •»<> luHicisnt infotmation to parmlt you to fvcsl whai Kappcoad wtMn
you ptovKte parformanc* iMdback and auau Iha officar't padormanca.
a. PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES: (Tha officar'i aMity to gat thinga dona. Inctudaa: Batng Prapatad . UaiOQ Ratowcaa . Galtiog RaauWt . RatponaioanaM . and
Pto«amonal Eipaniaa )
b INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: (How tha officar atlectt o> • aflacled by othait IncJudei: Woftma yrtth Olhart and Human RaUliom I





CO UQI IRt*. t-MI
OFFICER SUPPORT FORM (OSF)
(OPTIONAL WORKSHEET)
U NAMt/RANK Of REPORTEO-ON OfFKER lb NAME/RANK Of SUPERVISOf It PEROO Of REPORT
TO
2a DESCRIPTION Of DUTIES. lOMC/ta* Ih* R*p(wt«»^on Ofllcar-t (at kKtudlng p>lnwv and coMlcd dullM. nteurcM •vUafaX. r«*ilonih«( M CaMt
Guard million, and ralatlonahip* le o<ha« Swparvtoon and ttM puMc.l
b. AREAS Of EMPHASIS ItdaniirY araai ol trr^txuit to: Iha raponino pacnd^proiacu to ba comptatad. and and caautu a>«>aciad.l
c. INITIAL MEETING.
Data Submnad lo Suparvitoi:
Suparviaof Achnowfadgmant'
.
Inhial Maaing Raquaatad D Ya» D No Repofiad on Otiicaf
Data ol Imiial Maatmg
Figure 3.16 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Support Form,
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ndiCJit chango* m*d«. th« rtaton why. and Iha dJi* ol th« Chang*.)
4« ACCOMPLISHMENTS/SHORTCOMINGS FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD. Ilndicjit ligniricanl accomplahmanu ind thoncturwtgt. Th« Rtponadon
Olficar should be •ncouraged to advis* th* Supervisor ol stgnificant progisss and whan ptoiaclt ai* cocnplaiad.
b END OF PERIOD MEETING.
0*1* Submiiied EOP Maeimg Requesiad. D Y*» D No Report«d on Officar;
Initial
Supervr»o< Acknowledgmeni Oat* ol Erxl ol PstKXl M««iing
Initial
i SUPERVISOR S COMMENTS ON THE REPORTED ON OFFICER S ACCOMPLISHMENTS/SHORTCOMINGS FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD
Figure 3.16 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Support Form (continued).
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OOuuttft
». COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS: Mti»u(»» «n oWicTt tbtlWy 10 cemmuniolt In « po»itr»t. cl«»t. »nd coovloclnq m«nnT
OafavM •«m«/\Abt» ak*^ to M l >|
aiW ^•riia kn toun vW to ai«-an
po*a^404M^ irtn Cfa^Kv^ CA^^^atav apv
* w^n^JQ
Iv ttarvy tee* W mw^ i^i^ « p*-
«u»*«f«*^ tf tw doMi 0«M^ Cw*«-
»pi»i»iii »t auBM • k«c«« a^ I
Ill <> !




& MAMC AND K>UT>jnC tf mu Of K3smoN
•. REPORTINQ OFFICER COMMENTS:
«. PERSONAL QUALITIES: MeAsurt t set«ci»4 guftiriitt which WusUatt th« charic1»r of th* tndMdual.
Ovvtrr^* cterf adf^ir to inovt Id>-
wrd v<«M tft^^*. and «*«k
o* <»f»c*w] to t>o to Ohari ff—'^•fcaw bf
»jT3i** to do tM |eb h»n»f
kMH 'Wsodt w«d cacftc«a
don« bUO*
««na/t* not SanMr * Sal - fUrtar Md (
(nathocH'p'amca* and a'^orti <rf a#w
bnng aboul oon«truc»*« dvanoa A
palad pfobta^tt and took afn^iy aiJh,
ftalaa nu«^ad prtvnoiad «v brougM aboki
nvw td^aa wa»oOa or piacSc«t P<*ac»
and^ Coaal Om*^ OU n
cA*i^9a ky taka <^ cha/i^a b
hav« jK-an wv^
0>**o^»»>ad aMHy to ar*** M
acxv^ d«c«o-« and maJM an^id
iaco*-^^*«d*»o<^ bf M**fg aipv-
tanca com«r<on Mrwa. and ana'r^cirf
So>*«nmaa W)ac%N« cv ^xp>-«d tncataMy
wts*^ maltjng dac*a>ona U«j havt actad
too Qv>ct»T ai too Ma DM nol Wia
atVaoia^a of good Kx^cat etf WciriMftofv.
Od nol b»«fi •uctarton WorwMd Naatlad
ad B^H^iaa Uada too
Oa«nor«^il•d ana»r»cj# t^oupN and
na AacoonOi
aAa<^NafV«a Aahad kv haip vttan naad»d
Aravti da*wo»>itiaiad aound fuO^mwt tn
A*»ar* *W »*• 'rtO'*' »*<« K •rt©**'
i«na Co'M'^ad kaai^ ar\a^r«ca« WougH
and frwioM to 'naha tf-*^ tt^ mccaai^
tfacMona. ^ocuaad an V^ h«y >aiM i and
d 9oat« 0* Coatf Ouwd aCio>»« pat-






Uauaty cou4d ba dap*ndad wpan to do fia
«tQ*<« »<4r^ >itow.—> accAMabta to* own
P\«:a
dtffcui to do *D Spo*t ur w*^an nacaa-
t«rY. *w«n mhtn poa*k>" was t^icopwtar
Sudoortad oipaniiafeonaf pe*^t*a/df cw iowi
«*«A MMT h«*« baan cowr«a« to own laaaa
O
and aubord^nalM accounfaCM Iv r^
dwcSon and actona- Had »« cou^aoa to
Hand wo and ba oo^^^**d Bwccaadad ai
d STAMINA
Thm ^a^i a6^ to rmk v«d ad
aWacy**ir t^^da* con<5Wr*<a V^ ••a
»a««^ ancVof vwntttAy or pnT^'CA'f
Pa<1arm«^ca bacama w^arpinat t^xSa* tbaaa
Of durtf^ partotn of a«ia<x»«d wort. lAada
pcxv dacatona o»»a«toc*ad Wr factor
ocua*d ?<n wr^ri^ prtoiK>«« o* toal WtgN ftf
aafaff eor<»«»a<«nor>a Ba/v«d •<
nact»aaTr o<i'a<«**«« amad k«
O
aualainad « a Myh lr*«l
«^»an ancsaf f*>vat oi dt^tng panoda o^
tv^andad "^rt 'mui toaa c' p»oAjclh^(r
o> aata*r ^arad eoof «<«\an *t prv-aawa
vaa or WWn^N wortrd atf** hotin a^tan
nacaaaaqr *> 99* 9>m )ob dona
O
vndai mm¥iit aftuanont ^a^ion*
anca ^aac^ad an t^nMKftj Mgh irva^ «•»«
vtda' ft<aat w durfng pa«toda of aiir'^dad
•c**. P»odue»»*f *««*««im«d ri an a«
^ frva' <p»> r« ^<c/«aaad t** to
» a<n*p****.
A*n>arikabta ««*My antHrttaa* wa'V^a^i
and wf'^ W'^i. Ctv^v^Ma^Of CKwii'^kAad
al **gh aiAnowtft Da««o^*at»d • a^-J
icart cp>w^'<*'a' < barvd tHV^ an
»<a wa< ba>ng tf aa«
Thm aiia^ to wMc^t an t^tra*
rman«nd modvaaon h ri« war (^
alto'M' TK* dr^aa to wMc^ an
0*»**i <»atnu<nad
-HJN pandar-H
Tkc iP4aK«« of ar ^Kar** a^ot to
»» n »« Coaa Ou^df Mt^a bv
carmg ^ Ms of hv haaJ(»t.
F a«ad to '*w«f v^rin^^a MMlarda erf watgW UaMa^nvd w«4gN fUndartH. L>*ad a)coho'
onfy d<acrvMnatr*r or id M a* )o6 pat-
lor(K*nca and aocta/ baKanty wat na»»
aWactad Encou>aoad nwia ba^»««y ^
otha*« and ^U »\^»rt)nai«i
lma'*«<>n*'« alcono' w*a bf •vbomftnatai Con*^ui»d » t*«aar»>^ •«*•
normal duHva Noiv<«yf*<T a«a'»*»*aa
O
Figure 3.16 U.S. Coast Guard Officer Support Form (contunued).
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1 COM* Kit
10. BtPRESENTiNO THE COAST OUARD: M«isufI how >ri offietrt >biilty to bring cfan 10 th« Co«ti Ou«fd ittfouflh loekt tnd «ei>oft«T
Th« %giwf% to mMcA lA ^nc«
«»/dl iDr •ubOfdknAtM' p«1arwi«/«4
Onr «ilcin«ll> IMM » corona to iiaUfT
UrxMa or KMOn^ to conMU^
IMO«to
•mW r*« un In iMlmaMng
w—rtrn wnaumia Mian item ^oo
<»mtr>um ^mm tmn. Prack* ki
<t*«ranc» to koVt fwili and ^rw
A«i|(*«d Mm* of autair^nMa*-
O
Ml a&ndwil tor CQ w^Ao** IM* fiowi*^
Sal at macltad •tiii<a> aanda>«





HOM an oAcar a€ipa>J hnowtadea
ana tkm* bt p>w4Jin^ tmrttc* to »a
pwtoac rha Mamar ^ w«%lcA r«a
oAcat »ap<a*awlad t4 Coaal O^tard
MaMonMOtovaow* ot Coaat Oumri pot-
I e« laawinaHili Sim
noranca Qv HBa Ito arl^aff«a
a k»ae* «< Caa* Ou*<4 Waa
i^Mn wotting wVi o9«af% La4 a
>a «Mc* WTk<ead on Ce^ Oya»<
Wai »a»ia< t> kov Coa« Quart <
i»alO^#w^i<. coopafa»««L
iMndad to itoiMil >•> tia
aowanvMtft Awwa erf toipaci
Tha Uaal c<*ca> to lagaaaX *« Caaal
OuatA toaplrad eonAdanca and »wA tfaa»»




L L^ a^i«uiia •^h I
o< arf at<a Coatf a«M4
c ci*i»<iv»m<T>«p\;fluc
a fcrtM<aa»'* a« ppar aaon at CQ
to ptAfc Mda Faiuraa widai
Tooa araaooniaac ff aonda-
approacK Luaa KwvtoprtMa
Cjntiaffaaaad Co aal dwatd to a
Oaa< lalrh and
mada and o»*n « a(
pretap^ Vt^K^d *
tot ahat) iBcatf ar»i <
confcifaMa to aoclal aauitlona
aim a ne totfama. OMn^ Itt-
AJwart wff-aaai«ad and to eonaiot «»i«a
aiiln( st*i puMc. atadto and c»»n « ai
d OOMUCNTS
11. LEADERSHIP AND POTENTIAL I |waa<<it lot piaalat fMponaa>a*t picwwofcotT. apadal an ignwu fa. w^d eo«amandJ






WHO FORM THE li«AJORITY
OF THIS GRADE
AN EXCEPTIONAL A DISTINOUISHED
OFFICER OFFICER
13. RtPORTlNa OFFICER AUTHENTICATION
^ MAUC AND Si0^4ATUR£ k OKAOC c asN d imjE Of rosiiow
14. REVIEWER AUTHENTICATION |OOUM€>nVAn«C>iCD fftaimaad onan t<a Hapoia^ Oil«a( k not a Coa« Oua»« 0"«a»l
• hamC AX3 SiOHATva^ b OKACt c d Tmjt Of fosnoN
15 RETURN ADDRESS. r4a><« and
r






ThM vWcxmaUon li raovmad i^^dat r>a au»<oray ti 14 u 9 C tU to
Oatainwna w> ot1<a( • toubtlitv kv pvotnaaon ar |oO atatgnma^
SubrnMIMV^ ci t^ vaointAhon a fn«na««c»T 'aA«« to pro*4d« I coutd
aa^tn^ff aflaci p^ot^woon op^oAwnata* a/>d |o^ atUQA^wai of laad
to diulp'vka/y acion
aU IGK} ipttoai* rtt
Figure 3.16 U.S. Coast Guard Support Form (continued).
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command authority by providing a delineation of the lines of authority and
responsibility, with officers knowing the members of their rating chains. The OER is
designed to help maintain Coast Guard values and standards. The OSF is an optional
worksheet and may used by the member to assist in delineating duties, enhancing
organizational communication, performing counseling and reporting performance. The
OSF serves as a vehicle for clarifying the evaluated officer's job responsibilities and
areas of the job that either the officer or the supervisor feels should receive emphasis
during the reporting period. [Ref. 52:pp. 1-3]
The primary features of this evaluation system include the following: (1)
the use of performance standards; (2) the high degree of headquarters administrative
review and quality control; (3) a policy of placing responsibility for managing
performance with each individual officer; and (4) the rating chain.
The immediate supervisor reviews the officer's performance during the 6-
month reporting period and assigns a grade for each performance dimension on the
OER. Grades range from 1 (low) to 7 (high). An important element of the Coast
Guard system is the policy of comparing officers. Therefore, each officer receives a
series of ratings and is not ranked against other officers [Ref. 45:pp. 26]. Every OER
is reviewed when it is received at the Headquarters. OERs with substantive errors or
marks not supported by narrative comments and specific examples of performance and
qualities are returned to the rater for revision.
With the exception of ensigns and lieutenants (junior grade), counseling is
optional unless the rated officer requests it. Each officer is responsible for his or her
own performance and for getting the counseling that may be needed to measure up to
89
standards. The reporting officer evaluates the evaluatee's performance, personal
quantities, ability to represent the Coast Guard, leadership, and potential for promotion
and special assignment, such as command. The reporting officer ensures that the
superior fully meets the responsibilities for administration of the OER by holding
supervisors accountable for accurate evaluations. The reviewer may return an OER to
the reporting officer to correct errors, omissions, or inconsistencies between numerical
evaluations and written comments.
The U. S. Coast Guard system is a good evaluation system. It is a major
improvement over the previous Coast Guard system in that it moves from subjective
trait scales to objective behavioral ratings. It is a practical tool for the supervisor to
reward or discipline past performance as well as to plan for the future.
Evidence indicates that it is working well. Evaluations have not been inflated
beyond use and less than ten percent of the reports are being returned. Coast Guard
officials claim that this is the best system they have ever used in making selection.
[Ref. 53:p. 1231
D. SUMMARY
The RTN evaluation system is focused on the individual's job knowledge, ability,
and personal traits. The Navy Form 2-85 is annual and mainly focuses on the latest
performance and piirsonal traits of the evaluated officers. The system does not focus
on improvements in future work performance as a counseling tool as well as past
I>erformance of evaluated officers. In Section 2, the total points possible is 100. But
50 points is in Block 2.2 alone, assessing the personality of the evaluated officer. The
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quality of woik is only ten points. Obviously, this form is more concemed with
personal traits than with job or woric performance.
The U. S. Navy Ml REP may seem fair enough, especially to those who have
been rewarded by it [Ref. 51:p. 123]. The U. S. Navy FTTREP is designed for use
with an OCR, but is complicated. The evaluation section on the report on the Fitness
of Officers is easily understandable because of the rank summary section. The Navy
system needs one rater in the rating chain.
The Marine Corps evaluation system adopts graphic rating scales with an OCR,
and uses the absolute and relative evaluation methods. The Marine Corps provides
only marking blocks in its performance and professional qualities section of the
NAVMC 10835, and aUows only a small space for q>praisal elaboration in Section
C. The Marine Corps's scale uses the foUowing marks: not observed, unsatisfactory,
below average, average, above average, excellent, and outstanding. On Block 15
(General value to the Service), four other marks are added. An interesting feature of
Block 15b is that the rater is required to tabulate the distribution of all subordinates
of the ratee's grade whether or not they are simultaneously rated. Block 18 records
the frequency of observation by the evaluator (that is, daily, frequently or infrequently).
The reviewing officer can actively supervise the reporting senior through the Reviewing
Ofjficer's Certification. Also, the Marine Corps system uses manipulation controls by
listing alphabetically the names of all evaluated Marines (in a given grade) on the back
of all FITREP forms. This requirement minimizes the opportunity for inflating the
number of officers in the comparison group, thereby improving the accuracy of the
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ranking process. In conclusion, the Marine Corps Evaluation System focuses on
choosing "Combat Marines" in considering the Fitness Report.
The U. S. Army Evaluation System uses a simple form in evaluating the detailed
evaluation factors and numerical criteria in potential evaluation in DA Form 67-8. The
Army DA Form 67-8 is similar to the Navy's FTTREP in that it contains a duties
assigned block, a performance core section, and a narrative section for specifics of
performance and potential. The MBO system is also used in DA Form 67-8-1 and 67-
8-2 to supervise the raters in Headquarters Army. The Army's procedures, which
include immediate supervisors rating their subordinates, are designed to stimulate a
continual two-way communication so that rated officers are aware of the specific nature
of their duties and are provided an opportunity to participate in the specifications of
billets and duties. Stmctured communication between supervisors and subordinates also
encourages the perpetuation of discipline and desired behavior.
The U. S. Air Force system is the simplest and newest system in the U. S.
military. The reviewer takes part in the evaluation, and the USAF officer's Guide to
the Officer Evaluation System is used as a guide for evaluators. One distinguishing
feature of the Air Force officer evaluation system is that it uses separate forms for the
feedback and promotion recommendation process.
The U. S. Coast Guard's Officer Evaluation System is based on measuring
performance and individual attributes with behavioral examples as standards of
performance. A distinguishing feature of the Coast Guard's OER is the use of
"performance standards "--that is, written descriptions of behavior that reflect
performance levels within each performance dimension.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES
A. BACKGROUND
An RTN Officer Performance Evaluation System survey was conducted on 11
April 1988. A questionnaire was sent to all active officers of the Naval Advanced
Education Institute. The questionare concemed the RTN Officer Performance
Evaluation System (RTNOPE), and was designed to assess the acceptability of the
current evaluation system by the officer corps. The survey also asked how well the
system was perceived and implemented. Today, the results of this survey have not
been analyzed. To investigate the level of satisfaction with the system, this study was
designed to use this survey to analyze the current system. Some 325 questionnaires
were randomly distributed at the Naval Command College, the Naval Staff College, and
the Naval Engineer and Line Officer School. This survey was required at the Naval
Command College. The profile consisted of 4 Rear Admirals, 90 Captains, 135
Commanders, 30 Lieutenant Commanders, and 64 Lieutenants.
The questionnaire was divided into four parts. The first part addressed the
overall reaction of officers to the evaluation system. The second part addressed the
evaluation process. The third part addressed the main contents of the evaluation.
The last part focused on the usefulness of the evaluation information [Ref. 54: pp. 1-
15]. The RTN Officer Performance Evaluation System is analyzed in the following
three ways: system policies, evaluation form, and feedback of the evaluation results
based mainly upon the questionnaires and Navy Regulations.
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B. SYSTEM POLICIES
1. Overall Reaction of Officers to the System
The overall reaction to the evaluation system was measured by the first
question on the survey:
"Based upon your experiences with the evaluation system, do you believe that the
present system is good or not?"
The responses to this questions appear in Table 1.
TABLE 1
OVERALL REACTION OF OFFICERS TO THE SYSTEM
Officer Responses
Overall Reaction Number Percent
Positive 165 50.8
Negative 68 20.9
No Reaction 92 28.3
Total 325 100.0
The response to this question shows that officers are split in their reaction
to the current evaluation system. Over half of the respondents indicated that the
current system is generally good. One reason is because the current system can be
used to develop future top management personnel for the Navy. Approximatly 21
percent of the respondents indicated that they did not like the present evaluation
system. The majority of the " No Reaction" responded that the current evaluation
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system is reasonable, but needs to be amended in the evaluation factors and the overall
evaluation of the form. Some 32.5 percent are negative toward the current evaluation
system. The results suggest that the current system may be perceived rather poorly by
some officers.
2. Required Role of the Evaluation System
The perceptions of the officers concerning the purpose of the current
evaluation system were gathered through the following question:
"Considering the purpose of the evaluation system and the usage of its results,
which part of the system needs reinforcement ?"
The responses to this question appear in Table 2.
TABLE 2
OPIlNflONS OF OFFICER CONCER^fING PARTS OF THE
EVALUATION SYSTEM THAT NEED REINFORCEMENT
Parts Needing Reinforcement
-Don't need to be reinforced
-Need to provide information
for the personnel process
-Need the feedback of training
for the efficiency of
individual performance















According to Navy Order 99/1985, "The Officer Performance Evaluation
System" is the most important to provide information for fair personal £^raisal of
officers. However, 46.1 percent of the respondents feel this purpose is not met by the
officer performance evaluation. On the other hand, it shows that the majority of the
respondents feel the evaluation system contributes toward in^rovement of the individual
officer's efficiency, and establishing commanding officer's authority. Additionally,
many officers are interested in potential feedback from the evaluation. Feedback could
assist them in improving their own efficiency and performance.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REPORT
1. General
The responses to the present evaluation form was measured by this question:
"What changes are needed in the present evaluation form?"
From the above question, 59 percent of responses believe this evaluation
report is good for explaining 4 items, including: physical fimess and health, personality
and behavior, knowledge and job ability, and quality of work. Approximately 34
percent of the 325 respondents say that an additional form is needed to evaluate
physical fitness and health. About 7 percent of the respondents say that a doctor's
evaluation is required. Table 3 shows the overall response to the evaluation form.
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TABLE 3
RESPONSE TO THE EVALUATION FORM
Officer Responses
Responses Number Percent




and health 110 33.9
Need physicain input
for physical
fimess and health ^3 7.1
Total 325 100.0
2. Section to be Evaluated
a. Physical Fitness . Approximately 86 percent of officers support the
military bearing and health evaluation in Section 2 block 1 of the report (Navy Form
2-85). Additionally, they recommended to add a Pass/Fail Physical Fitness and Mental
Status Examination.
b. Personality and Behavior . A total of 91 percent of the respondents gave
their support to the report, and 9 percent of "Others" want to remove certain items
such as Human Relations because of difficulties in evaluaton. They recommended
adding "punctual," "personal appearance," "exhibits loyalty," and "anticipates and solves
problems."
c. Job Knowledge . Approximately 92 percent of the respondents agree with
six items in this section. Approximately 8 percent of respondents recommend removing
"writing ability," because writing ability should be included in "quality of work." TTie
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reason is that a junior officer (ensign to lieutenant) usually has little opportunity to use
this ability in his or her job. For the "foreign language ability," evaluators should use
the RTN Language Training Center annual test results and should be evaluated only
for those officers who use an acquired foreign language.
d. Quality of Work . Approximately 88 percent of the officers feel
positively toward the current system, but 12 percent recommended removing the
"special duty" because there are two meanings: (1) official work or (2) personal work.
Furthermore, some evaluatees have a special duty that others do not have.
e. Rating Scale . Approximately 64 percent of the responses preferred to
use a l-to-3 point rating scale. About 23 percent of the responses recommended a 1-
to-5 point rating scale, whUe 7 percent of the respondents preferred to use alphabetical
grades A through E. The "Others" recommended a l-to-4 point rating scale, and
commented that if the evaluator cannot evaluate someone, the rating should be left
blank.
f. Summary of Evaluation . Approximately 85 percent of responses favor
this section. "Others" recommend an intermediate evaluator and addition of "type of
appropriated assignment" more than the current form. It should be added that the
evaluators do not know the final result of their recommendations. Therefore, they are
generally not interested in this section.
g. Released and Unreleased Rating Results . The following question was
asked on the survey:
"According to the evaluation regulation, one of the purposes of the performance
evaluation is to improve the efficiency of rated officers by airing the results. For
this purpose, whether the results should be released or confidential is quite
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important and also may have some advantage and disadvantage. Which is better
in your opinion?"
The responses to this questions are shown in Tables 4 through 6.
TABLE 4














Table 4 shows the overall responses of the above question. About 75 percent of
the responses would like to release the rating results.
Table 5 shows the responses of 245 of 325 officers who preferred to release
rating results from this question:
"According to the evaluation regulation, one of the purposes of the performance
evaluation is to improve the efficiency of rated officers by airing the results. For












-Impossible to keep the
results completely closed
-Helpful for self improvement
-Expects fairness in the rating
Total
Table 5 shows that 70.7 percent of the 245 officers who preferred to release the
rating results thought it would be helpful for self improvement, while 21.5 percent
expected it to contribute to fairness in evaluation. On the other hand, 19.7 percent of
the responses in Table 4 support confidential rating results.
Table 6 shows the responses of 64 of 325 officers who preferred to keep rating
results confidential from this question:
"According to the evaluation regulation, one of the purposes of the performance
evaluation is to improve the efficiency of rated officers by airing the results. For








officers who have low grades 40 62.5
Based upon the traditional
consciousness 3 4.7
Expect disagreements about
the final rating order 2 3.1
Potential conflicts with
the evaluator IS. 29.7
Total 64 100.0
As shown in Table 6, about 62 percent of the respondents prefer not to release
rating results since evaluated officers may become unmotivated or disenchanted by low
grades.
h. General Opinion from the Survey . These questionnaires gave an opportunity
for all officers to criticize the system, since the RTN wants to use this current report
to select top management and improve personnel in tlie future. The researcher
summarized these responses as follows:
(1) The officer performance evaluation which the Navy uses today is a
good system for personnel management in theory. More than half of the responses
agree with this method of evaluating officers, but the Navy can improve some items.
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(2) The evaluation system is not entirely appropriate for the Thai culture.
Most of the Thai people hesitate to criticize other people. It is difficult, in their view,
for the commanding officer or superior to "play God"; thus, the system fails to evaluate
the performance of subordinates accurately due to cultural mores.
(3) The personnel process of the Navy tends to be ineffective. There is an
over-abundance of policies and regulations that frequentiy serve to confuse more than
clarify or guide.
(4) Since the introduction of this system, the Navy has never really used
the results of the officer evaluation system in personnel management. Consequently,
most of evaluators are not concerned with the system.
(5) There are lack of satisfactory standards for making subjective
judgments.
(6) The current report is a classified document, and after the evaluation
process is completed, it cannot be released. As a result of this policy, it is less likely
to aid in improving the officer's performance in the future.
(7) The superior may tend to inflate grades because of misplaced loyalty
or distaste for the res|>onsibility of telling subordinates about their weaknesses.
In conclusion, releasing rating results may provide an opportunity for officers
to review and improve themselves. It may also improve the evaluator's fairness in the
evaluation process as well as the evaluated officer's potential.
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V. DEFICIENCIES OF THE CURRENT RTN SYSTEM
As discussed in Section B of Chapter in, the RTN Officer Performance
Evaluation System has been revised four times, and has attempted different evaluation
methods. It has also been shown that important parts of this system are dislikeed by
many officers, as discussed in Chi^ter IV. In this chapter, deficiencies of the current
system (based on the contents analyzed in Chapter in and IV) are discussed.
1. The objectives of the RTN Officer performance Evaluation System are not
met; about 46 percent of the respondents feel that the system needs to provide
infomiation for a fair personnel appraisal in line with current Navy policy. It does
incorporate interviews or counseling and does not have any subsystems other than
promotion, selection, or placement to reinforce its use.
2. Due to poor feedback of the rating results, the unreleased rating result
influences both the evaluator and the evaluated officer since it may lead to an unfair
rating and be useless in improving the efficiency of evaluated officers. It does not
give evaluated officers an opportunity to review themselves. The released rating results
system may improve the evaluator's fairness in the performance evaluation as well as
the evaluated officer's desire to succeed and excel.
3. The current evaluation system is based primarily on personality. About half
of the evaluation is based on the "personality" evaluation of officers. Only 40 percent
of the evaluation is actually concerned with "job knowledge" and "quality of work."
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4. There are deficiencies resulting fi*om using a l-to-5 point rating scale in the
current system. Evaluators have to evaluate by using a l-to-5 point rating scale (1 =
poor/unacceptable performance, 2 = below average performance, 3 = average
performance, 4 = above average performance, and 5 = excellent performance). With
no details of these rating scales, it is very difficult for evaluators to use these scales.
5. There arc no clearly stated job descriptions or billet codes, so the
evaluations cannot be accurately keyed to performance.
6. In the RTN, training could be provided in how to write an evaluation. This
would be extremely beneficial to the superior in better evaluating subordinates as well
as in understanding the system.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As with any system involving interaction between liuman beings, there is always
room for improving an evaluation system. By the same token, no evaluation system
yet devised has totally eliminated the problems associated with personality conflicts,
inflationary rating trends, subjective grading, or intentional corruption of the system.
Because of the great importance to an organization of personnel evaluation and
development, the organization should periodically review its appraisal system with the
objective of improving that system.
The system as it operates today was examined critically and some important
suggestions have been proposed. In doing this, the issues were approached from two
directions: (1) a review of the RTN evaluation system and the U.S. military evaluation
system; and (2) the attempt to gain feedback from officers through the analysis of
questionnaires done by the RTN Naval Wjir College. The results of analysis are
summarized as follows:
(1) The first conclusion is that the vast majority of RTN officers are interested
in improving their potential abilities and merits. To satisfy these requirements, the
feedback of the evaluation results must be supported.
(2) A second conclusion is that Navy Form 2-85 uses a 5-point scale and this
has produced numerous deficiencies. However, the obvious fact is that the problems
mentioned here still continue, even through four revisions of the evaluation system.
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(3) The accuracy of the perfoimance evaluation process results from evaluator
and evaluation standards. Tlie feedback of the evaluation results further compels the
evaluator to evaluate fairly and to help improve the performance of the officers under
his command. The Navy should adopt this reporting form and other altematives to
control the evaluator effectively and control inflation of marks.
In summary, the performance evaluation results must be accurate and contribute
not only to the Navy but also to the evaluated officers through feedback. Commanding
officers can use the evaluations to control or counsel.
A. CONCLUSIONS
An evaluation should be trusted and accepted by its users. Trust in the
evaluation process is the extent to which officers perceive that the evaluation data will
be rated accurately and fairly, and be used objectively for personnel decisions. If
evaluators and evaluatees find the evaluation method satisfactory and fair, they will use
it.
The following would be accomplished by incorporating recommended changes to
the current system:
1. Improvement of command management/goal setting
2. Better counseling and feedback
3. Simplification of evaluation forms for completion
4. Improvement of value to promotion and selection boards
There is no "cook book" approach to personnel evaluation, and this thesis is
therefore not intended to be the only solution to this very important aspect of our
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military personnel system. It is also not the intent of the researcher to rewrite Navy
Regulations and Instructions for this system.
The recommendations proposed in this study are not a cure-all. As long as
humans arc evaluating others humans, human errors, such as the "halo" effect, will
inevitably occur in any evaluation system. However, strict enforcement of guidelines
might tend to eliminate or reduce these errors and produce a workable system. Finally,
further study concerning the feasibility and format modifications of the officer
evaluation system should be carried out to find the most acceptable system for the
RTN in the funire.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered in the spirit of building upon and
improving the RTN Officer Evaluation System.
1. An officer evaluation should be based primarily on job performance and
results. In addition, it should provide some indication of job-related characteristics
and traits to assist in predicting an officer's development potential and suitability for
other assignments.
2. An important aspect of performance evaluation that seems to be overlooked
is training evaluators in writing the evaluation. The Navy officer's first encounter with
performance evaluation is likely to be when he is handed an official form and told
to evaluate a person working for him. Every officer should be trained to become
familiar with the evaluation system, its purpose, the imp>ortance of conducting a proper
evaluation, and the appropriate governing rules and regulations. The training program
may start at the Staff College, Naval War College, Line Officer School, Commanding
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Officer Course, or the Naval Academy. Conduct cvaluator training on a district level
to ensure that the system is understood and that comments are properly written. This
would establish performance schemata before the observation of behavior and reduce
overall evaluator error. The evaluation system can work well it is accepted and valued
by both the evaluator and the evaluatee.
3. Physical and mental evaluation should be conducted by annual examination
from the Naval Hospital at every base. There are two kinds of examination the Navy
uses to test the personnel who wUl go oversea for training or official travel. Every
officer has to pass this examination. The details of the examination would be
coordinated by the Medical Department.
4. The quality of work is too vague. The contents of Section 2.4 "quality of
work" is the bottom line of the evaluation and too critical to be used without clear
guidelines. Objective standards should be established to ensure that each officer is
considered on consistent and equal criteria.
5. The narrative comment in Navy Form 2-85 Section 3 should be eliminated
except in the case of unsatisfactory p>erformance. The use of a narrative type
evaluation is ineffective in a Navy evaluation system. Narratives cannot easily be
assigned a numerical grade or ranking mark. Therefore, comparing the performance
of a large number of officers is virtually impossible. The greatest limitation with
narrative-type evaluations in the Navy is that officers who fill out the forms vary
widely in their writing ability and techniques. In these cases, it is often the evaluator's
ability, not the evaluated officer's, that is recorded on the evaluation form.
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On the present form, the additional narrative section might not detail a low mark
on the rating scale because the evaluator did not take the additional time and effort
to write a narrative justification for a higher mark. The researcher believes that
narrative comments have no place in the officer evaluation system except to explain
the reasons for assigning unusually low or unsatisfactory marks.
6. The evaluating results should be released to the evaluator and evaluated
officer after Navy Headquarters judges the final evaluating results.
7. The Navy should publish a booklet or handbook explaining the current system
and provide a standard guideline for evaluators and officers to know the standards of
performance in order to excel.
8. An evaluation form (Navy Form 2-85) could be reviewed not only for
promotion and selection boards but also for counseling purposes. It will provide
necessary feedback to the evaluated officer after the evaluation process is completed.
In conclusion, Figure 6.1 represents a proposed RTNOPER. Revisions are based
on a performance factor section similar to the U. S. Air Force evaluation form. The
proposed RTNOPER includes the ten performance items of the current RTNOPER.
These ten performance items have been revised to reflect measurable objective criteria
as outline in Chapter HI. In the proposed report, only one evaluator (immediate
evaluator) will rate the officer. Another two evaluators (senior officers) will review
the rating results and submit comments for the evaluated officer. In keeping with Navy
regulations, the report wUl remain confidential between the reporting chain and the
evaluated officer. A copy of the evalution form will sent back to the evaluated officer
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for the feedback purpose. The author hopes this proposal will contribute to improving
the officer evaluation system and be useful to the Navy in the future.
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RTM Officer P«rfoniiAAC« £valuation Raport
(RTNOPKR 3-89)
SrCTION I, Kvaluafd Officar IdantifieatioD Data
1. N«ma/IUnk_ 2. Sarvica No,
3. Pay Grad* ^Dat« of Rjink
4. Period of Raport 5. Typ« of Raport
Prom Thru
6. Organization, Command, location:
SECTION II. Job Daacription
1. Duty Titla
2. Dutiaa, Taslcs, and Rasponsibilitias Assignad:
SKCTIOM III . Parformanca Factora
1. Military Praaanca Rating
Looking and acting like a Navy (1-5)
officer in fitness, behavior, dignity,
and bearing at all times.
Appearing neat, smart and well
groomed in uniform or civilian attire.
Establishing and maintaining effective
relationships with military and civilian
associates.
NXVT FORM 3-89
Figure 6.1 The Proposed RTN Officer Performance Evaluation Report.
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2. Duty «ad QoalitT of liork fiSliaS
Dttdicatlon «nd r«solv« a Mavy officer (1-5)
(i«fflonstrat«9 to thoroughly and consclantlously
accompliah all tasks. X maasur* of royalty and
honesty to the unit. Navy, and the Nation.
Primary duties of a Navy billet assignment,
also the totally of duties and tasks assigned]
to the officer.
3. Judgment and Peelsiona
Makes timely and accurate decision,
coiTonon sense. Thinking clearly and arriving at
practical and logical conclusions.
_____
4. Stamina
Ability to think and act effectively
under conditions that were stressful and/or
mentally or physically fatiguing.
5. Orqaalxatioo Skills
Plans, coordinates, schedules, and uses
resources effectively. Schedules work for self
and other equitably and effectively.
Anticipates and solve problem, meet suspenses.
6. Leadership
The ability to achieve objectiveness and
complete the mission by inspiring, directing,
controlling, and supervising others.
The ability to develop subordinates by
counseling, motivating, and setting the example,
7. Job Kaowledge
Has acknowledge required to perform
duties effectively. Strives to improve this





ability to express verbal thoughts clearly and
effectively, coherently, logically and
extemporaneously.




Rsalth, physical fitness, and m«ntal status (1-5)





Speaking, listening, and writing.
(By using annually examination from the
Naval Language Center)
Signature of officer evaluated:
Date
"I acknowledge that I have seen this report (page 1, 2, and 3),
have been apprised of my performance and right to make a
statement .
"
NAVY FORM 3-8 9
Figure 6.1 (continued).
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SXCTZOM ZV. Bvmltiator ll»conm>and>tlonf








SECTION V. Addition*! Zvaluator Ovrall gvaluation
CONCUR NONCONCUR
Signatiixa of Additional Evaluator:
D*t«
Duty Titl« '
SECTION VI. Senior Evaluator Raviaw
CONCUR NONCONCUR










2 - Below Average
3 - Average
4 - Above Average
5 - Excellent
Blank - Not observed or cannot make a decision.
2. A copy of page 1, 2, and 3 will be sent back to the evaluated
officer when the original is filled in the official officer's
record at the Naval Personnel Department.
3. This report is private report between the reporting chain and
the officer evaluated.
4. This report, page 1, 2, and 3, have to be seen by the
evaluated officer, and have been appraised of his or her
performance, before signing his or her name on page 3.
5. Item 10 "English Language" gives the information to Navy
Selection Board for special assignment, not for ranking the
officer for promotion.
6. Xmnttdi-ata Xvaluator:
(1) focus your evaluation in Section III on what the
officer did, how well and how the officer contributed to
mission accomplishment. Your recommendation in Section IV may
use in Navy Selection Board.
(2) if you choose "NO" promotion in Section IV, you have to
give a comment for explaining unsatisfactory performance of
this officer according to the performance factors in
Sectionlll.
7. Additional and Sttnior Xvaluator:
(1) if you disagree with the previous evaluators, mark
"NONCONCUR" and explain.
(2) do not use "NONCONC^''?." simply to provide comments on
the report.
(3) page 4 of this report does not become a permanent part
of the official officer's record but it is removed after the
promotion and selection process is completed.
8. For more details see in the "RTN Officer's Guide to the OPES.
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